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Abstract
Credit Accessibility and Small and Medium Sized Enterprise Growth in Vietnam
by
Nhung Nguyen

Small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) have been highly conducive to economic development in
Vietnam. SMEs are a mean of income generation, job creation, poverty reduction, and government
revenue contribution, etc. However, SMEs have lagged far behind other business sectors in terms of
performance. It is claimed that one of the major reasons is their inability to access credit. The study
investigates SMEs accessibility to various sources of financing, covering both formal finance and
informal finance in Vietnam. While majority of the literature on Vietnamese SMEs credit accessibility
focus mainly on bank finance, there is growing necessity to address determinants of SMEs’ ability to
obtain microfinance and informal credits as it has shown that obtaining bank financing is not popular
for small scale enterprises. Furthermore, the central issue is whether or not accessibility to external
finance truly benefits small scale enterprises? The study also answers this question by examining the
relationship between credit accessibility and SMEs’ growth.Primary data was obtained from a survey
of 487 SMEs in Hanoi in June 2013. The empirical frameworks comprise of (1) Multinomial Logistic
Regression to determine SMEs’ ability to access to credit for business start-up and operation; (2)
Ordinary Least Square (OLS) estimation for the interest rate charged on SMEs largest loan; and (3)
OLS and Heckman Two Stage Procedure model to determine the impact of SMEs credit accessibility
on growth.
The model about credit accessibility at start-up period indicated that the SMEs network with lenders
(except social bank officials) plays a significant role in determining the access to different sources of
credit for SMEs start-up financing. Furthermore, SMEs are more likely to borrow from informal
sources if their owners are younger, less educated and experienced. The model also found evidence
that size of firm significantly affect SMEs credit access.
In terms of credit accessibility for business operation, the results pointed out that owner’s
characteristics are less important in obtaining loans in 2012. SMEs tend to use more external
financing as they grow older and formal financing is more available for larger sized firms. In addition,
firms in manufacturing and construction borrowed more than any other sector whereas exporting
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enterprises have lower demand for external loans. Finally, collateral and assistance from government
proved to be the strongest determinants of external financing but the SMEs networks to access
external credit for business operation in 2012 were less important than at the start-up period.
Finally, the growth determinants model of SMEs suggested that the access to credit does not
influence SMEs growth. Thus, the empirical evidence rejects the claim that the inability to access to
credit adversely affects SMEs growth. The result implied that credit should not be considered as the
miracle of growth but priority should be given to developing customer relationship and owner’s
proactivity. Efforts to push up SMEs growth should start from the enterprise’s internal resources,
including owner’s human capital, export, and customer relationship development rather than
external financing.

Keywords: Small and medium sized enterprises, SMEs, Credit Accessibility, Microfinance, Finance and
Growth, Formal finance, Informal finance, SMEs growth, Vietnam.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter provides the motives behind the implementation of this research. The chapter explains
why research on credit accessibility for SMEs in Vietnam is important and how this study will fill the
gap, its contribution and significance. The chapter details the research questions that will be
addressed in the study and describes briefly the methods that will be used. The last section of the
chapter presents the structure of the thesis.

1.1 Rationale of the Study
Small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) play a crucial role in economic development, both in
developing and developed countries. The contribution of SMEs to the economy can be seen through
the value added every year generated by SMEs; SMEs employment, export participation, poverty
alleviation, women empowerment, etc. In low income countries, it is undeniable that most of the
enterprises are small scale and their labor force also works mostly for small enterprises. For example,
80-90% enterprises in developing Asia are SMEs and attract 50-80% of total employment (Tambunan,
2008). Many studies have found that SMEs create more jobs than large enterprises (de Kok et al.,
2011) because SMEs are labour-intensive (Hobohm, 2001). According to a report from the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations(ASEAN) Secretary (2011), in Southeast Asia (SEA), SMEs
accounts for more than 92% of total enterprises in all countries. They also create a significant
number of jobs, ranging from 56% in Malaysia to 97% in Indonesia. In terms of contribution to
country’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP), SMEs make up for 60% GDP in Singapore, 56.63% in
Indonesia, and about 20 – 40% in the other SEA countries.
Despite their significant contributions to social and economic development, SMEs confront many
obstacles compared to large enterprises. Results from the World Business Environment Survey
covering 80 countries in 1999-2000 on constraints facing firms across all sizes demonstrates that
financing is the biggest obstacle for SMEs(Beck & Demirguc-Kunt, 2006, p. 2937). In other words,
SMEs credit accessibility plays a crucial role for both business start-up and operation. Access to
finance is important as credit is considered a factor of production. Access to credit allows SMEs to
utilize productive assets to enhance productivity and economy of scale (Kira & He, 2012).
Furthermore, credit accessibility encourages market entry, facilitates growth, reduce risks, fosters
innovation and entrepreneurial activity (DALBERG, 2011).
However, raising external finance is of a great challenge to SMEs because of their limitations in
creditworthiness, collateral, profitability, capital management and entrepreneurship (thus the ability
to repay). SMEs are generally considered as riskier than large enterprises because they have lower
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survival rate, larger variance of profitability and growth (OECD, 1998). SMEs are characterized as the
“missing middle” because the amount lend to SMEs from banks is too small to offset transaction cost
and screening cost (Shinozaki, 2012), while the loan might be too large for the borrowers to borrow
from microfinance institutions (DALBERG, 2011).As a result, SMEs often suffer from credit rationing
or higher interest rate.

1.2 Problem Statement
Like any other countries in Southeast Asia, SMEs have been highly conducive to economic
development in Vietnam. Data provided by Vietnam General Statistics Office (GSO, 2013) suggests
that SMEs represented 98% of total businesses in Vietnam. The sector contributed about 48% to
national GDP and has been the main source of employment generation with half millions of new jobs
each year (MPI, 2012). About 77% of the total labor force in Vietnam works in SMEs (ESCAP, 2011). In
addition, SMEs also play a significant role in terms of government’s revenue contribution. Compare
to the business sector as a whole, SMEs exhibited higher growth rate in taxes and other payables
(MPI, 2012). Given the importance of SMEs to the economy and social development, it is
undoubtedly that SMEs should be encouraged and promoted.
However, despite their dominant number, SMEs in Vietnam did not perform as well as they are
expected to do. SMEs seem to lag far behind other business sectors in terms of profitability.
According to a report on SMEs in Vietnam in 2011 by MPI (2012), return on equity and return on
revenue of SMEs fell below the business sector (that includes large enterprises, SMEs, and individual
business establishments). Return on equity of SMEs was 2.57% in 2007, equivalent to approximately
half of the business sector and decreased further in 2008 and 2009. Likewise, return on revenue of
SMEs remained at 2.79% in 2007 and declined to 2.34% in 2009 whereas that of the business sector
was 6.69 and 5.38%, respectively. Data from GSO(2013) revealed that in 2011, SMEs accounted for
only 43.9% total gross revenue of all enterprises and 13.6% total profit before tax. These numbers
are very modest given the dominant proportion of SMEs in the country. In the context of the current
global financial crisis and recession, the number of SMEs making losses has increased dramatically.
Though official figure for the year 2012 has not been published, it is believed that about 50,000
enterprises closed in 2012. Most of them were SMEs and it is claimed that one of the major reasons
was because of their inability to access to credits.
SMEs in Vietnam are not exceptional regarding to the ability to access external finance. SMEs in
Vietnam are predominantly super small and small enterprises. Albeit small scale means more
proactive, more flexible, less hierarchical, lower managerial and operating cost, etc., most of small
scale firms are often established and operated by owner’s own capital or informal sources of fund
such as relatives or informal lenders. In other words, SMEs’ accessibility to formal credit is very
2

restricted. Data collected from SMEs Manufacturing Survey 2009 showed that out of 2654 surveyed
SMEs, 37.6% have applied for bank loans while 62.4% applied for informal sources. Of the 997 SMEs
that applied for formal loans, 22% reported having problem in obtaining the loan. 40% of the
remaining 1657 SMEs that used informal loans chose informal creditors over formal creditors
because of flexible payback condition. A report from the Vietnam Ministry of Planning and
Investment (2012) also shows that up to 30% of SMEs were unable to access financing while the
other 30% can but faced many difficulties.
Up to date research on SMEs financing in Vietnam, especially their status during the 2012 financial
crisis and recession is scarce. This includes research on finance and SMEs growth. To the best of my
knowledge, the exceptions are Malesky & Taussig (2009) and Shinozaki’s(2012) study. Nevertheless,
their results are mixed. Malesky & Taussig (2009) study found no significant relationship between
bank finance and firm profitability. Shinozaki (2012) study showed a positive relationship between
bank lending and sales growth of SMEs. Nevertheless, the results of both studies might be bias
because of potential endogeneity problem that may arise since the financing decision is
endogenously determined by the firm (Allen, Chakrabarti, De, Qian, & Qian, 2012; Ayyagari,
Demirgüç-Kunt, & Maksimovic, 2010; Rahaman, 2011).

1.3 Purpose of the Study
Given the important role of SMEs in development, their difficulty in obtaining credit, the claim that
lack of financing adversely affect their performance and the literature gap on SMEs financing issue in
Vietnam; this study aims at investigating factors that determine the accessibility to credits of SMEs in
Vietnam to start their business and operation. Various sources of finance will be addressed, including
formal finance (bank credit and micro credit) and informal finance (private money lenders,
friends/relative, trade credit, and others). The accessibility is evaluated on three facets: (i) the
possibility to obtain a loan for business start-up and (ii) operation and (iii) the interest rate to be
charged. Equally important, the study also attempts to understand whether there exists a
relationship between SMEs’ ability to approach different sources of finance and growth.
The specific objectives of the study are:
(1) Review the extents to which SMEs in Vietnam engaged in borrowing activities to start their
business and to operate
(2) Compare the difference between borrowers and non-borrowers in terms of owner/manager
characteristics, enterprise characteristics, networks, etc.
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(3) Determine the factors affecting the credit accessibility to different sources of financing for
SMEs in Vietnam to start their business and to operate
(4) Determine the factors affecting the interest rate charged for SMEs loans
(5) Examine the impact of credit accessibility on SMEs growth

1.4 Research Questions
To address the above research objectives, the following questions are formulated:
Research Question 1:

What determine the credit accessibility of SMEs to start their business in
Vietnam?

Research Question 2:

What determine the credit accessibility of SMEs for business operation in
Vietnam?

Research Question 3:

How interest rate is determined for SMEs loan in Vietnam?

Research Question 4:

How does credit accessibility affect SMEs’ growth in Vietnam?

1.5 Significance of the Study
This is the first study to investigate SMEs accessibility to various sources of financing, including bank
finance, microfinance and informal credits in Vietnam. While majority of the literature on
Vietnamese SMEs access to finance focus mainly on bank finance, there is growing necessity to
address determinants of SMEs’ ability to obtain microfinance and informal credits since obtaining
bank financing is not popular for small scale enterprises. In addition, the central issue is whether
accessibility to finance truly benefits small scale enterprises? The study will seek to answer this
question by examining the relationship between sources of finance and SMEs’ performance taking
into account endogeneity problem which has not been discussed in Malesky & Taussig (2009) and
Shinozaki (2012) studies.

1.6 Contribution of the Study
The contribution of the study is twofold. First, it draws an overview picture of credit markets
available for SMEs in Vietnam. It captures an understanding of SMEs accessibility to different sources
of financing, their credit needs, financing difficulties, and factors affecting their financing decisions. In
addition, accessibility to financing for both business start-up and operation is investigated which
sheds an insight into SMEs financing in different stages of their development. The study also tests the
impact of access to financing on SMEs growth through which the claim of lack of financing as
underlying reason of SMEs failure is empirically determined. Therefore, results of the study will fill
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the gap in the literature on financing SMEs in Vietnam and the relationship between financing and
enterprise growth.
Second, the study is expected to provide some practical recommendations to policy makers,
borrowers and lenders in the credit markets for SMEs in Vietnam. Not only are SMEs able to use the
results to improve their ability to obtain external loans but lenders can also have a clearer
understanding of SMEs capital needs and preference to provide better services. Last but not least,
the research findings will also assist policy makers in implementing proper development assistance
for Vietnamese SMEs, particularly their need for finance.

1.7 Brief Description of the Method Used
In order to answer the research questions and research objectives, the study begins with an
extensive review of the SMEs financing literature worldwide and from developing countries in
particular. In addition, data from Vietnamese statistic offices such as GSO, MPI, etc. was be utilized to
provide an overview picture of SMEs in Vietnam. The literature review in the first step helps to
develop a survey questionnaire and to develop suitable theoretical and empirical frameworks for the
research. Primary data collected from the survey was then used as the main source of descriptive
statistics and empirical analysis. The empirical frameworks comprise of (1) Multinomial Logistic
Regression to determine financing choices for SMEs to start their business and operation; (2)
Ordinary Least Square (OLS) estimation for the interest rate charged on SMEs largest loan; and(3)
OLS and Heckman Two Stage Procedure model for the impact of access to financing and SMEs
growth.

1.8 Structure of the Thesis
The thesis is divided into five chapters. Chapter One presents a general description of the study,
including the rationale, purpose, significance and contribution of the study along with the research
objectives and research questions. Chapter Two reviews the related literature. This chapter
comprises of the definitions of SMEs and an overview of SMEs in Southeast Asia and Vietnam. This is
followed by a review of the determinants of credit accessibility and the relationship between credit
accessibility and enterprise growth. Chapter Three discusses the methods used in the study such as
empirical models, sampling design, survey instrument, and data collection. Descriptive statistics and
empirical results from the survey are presented in Chapter Four. Chapter Five summarizes the
research findings, provides some policy implications, and provides some recommendations for future
research based on the study limitations.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
Chapter Two provides an extensive review on current literature about SMEs. The chapter begins with
definitions of SMEs in selected developed and developing countries, followed by definitions of SMEs
in Vietnam. An overview of SMEs in Southeast Asia and their contributions to these countries’ GDP is
presented Section Two. Section Three provides detail accounts of the current status of SMEs in
Vietnam. The section comprises of SMEs characteristics in Vietnam, their contributions and
performance over the past few years, and constraints facing SMEs development. Section Four
reviews the determinants of credit accessibility for SMEs. The determinants include owner/manager
characteristics, SMEs characteristics, networks, and creditworthiness. The theories underling and
empirical evidences are discussed in each of these determinants. Section Five discusses the
relationship between accessibility to financing and SMEs growth.

2.1 Definition of Small and Medium Sized Enterprise
2.1.1 Global Definition of SMEs
There has not been a universal definition of SMEs. SMEs are often defined by number of employees,
total capital, total sales turnover, or total asset. In the European Union, the upper limit is 250
employees and Euro 50 million-turnover or Euro 43 million-total balance sheet (OECD, 2005). In the
US and Canada, SMEs are enterprises having less than 500 employees (Hammer et al., 2010). China’s
definition of SMEs is more complex. The SMEs criteria vary widely across industries whereby some
industries are enterprises with less than 300 employees, others might have up to 3000 (Wang, 2008).
Singapore definition of SMEs is quite simple: below 200 employees or less than 100 million dollars of
annual sale turnover. Malaysia and Thailand, on the other hand, set the criteria differently for
different sectors. Table 2-1 presents the definition of SMEs in selected countries.
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Table 2-1

Definition of SMEs in Selected Countries
Country

a

USA

Number of Employees
< 500

European Unionb

< 250

Chinac

Varied across industries, from less
than 200 to up to 3000

Malaysiad

Manufacturing and related service,
Agro – based industries: ≤ 150
Services, Primary Agriculture and
Information & Communication
Technology (ICT): ≤ 50
Manufacturing & Services: ≤ 200

Thailande

Whole sale: ≤ 50
Retail: ≤ 30

Singaporef

g

Taiwan

Philippinesh

≤ 200
Manufacturing, construction, mining
and quarrying industries < 200 regular
employees
Others (agriculture, forestry and
fisheries, etc) < 100 regular employees
< 200

Other measures
Euro 50 million turnover
Or Euro 43 million balance
sheet total
Total asset: RMB 400 million
Or business revenue: RMB
300 million
Sales turnover ≤ RM 5 million
Sales turnover ≤RM 5 million
Total fixed asset: < THB 200
million
Total fixed asset: < THB 100
million
Total fixed asset: < THB 60
million
Annual sales turnover ≤ SGD
100 million
≤ USD 2.42 million
≤ USD 3.03 million
Total asset: < 100 million

Source: (a) Hammer et al. (2010, pp. 1-3); (b) OECD (2005); (c) Wang (2008, p. 2); (d) “SME Master
Plan 2012 – 2020”, p.127; (e) (OECD, 2012, p. 147); (f) Spring Singapore, Performance Indicators
at http://www.spring.gov.sg/aboutus/pi/pages/performance-indicators.aspx; (g) “The Definition of
SMEs”, Small and Medium sized Enterprise Administration, Ministry of Economic Affairs
at http://www.moeasmea.gov.tw/ct.asp?xItem=70&CtNode=261&mp=2; (h) “SMEs Development
Plan 2004 – 2010”, p. 2, retrieved at http://www.dti.gov.ph/uploads/file/SMED%20plan%2020042010.pdf

2.1.2 Definition of SMEs in Vietnam
In Vietnam, SMEs were defined as “those independent business and production establishments that
have registered their business under the current legislation, have the registered capital of less than
Vietnam Dong (VND) 10 billion or the average number of annual employees of less than 300” (Decree
No 90/2001/CP-ND).
Since 2009, the new definition of SMEs has come into effect and SMEs are defined in Decree No.
56/2009/ND-CP as “Business establishments that have registered their business according to law and
are divided into three levels: very small, small and medium according to the sizes of their total capital
(equivalent to the total assets identified in an enterprise’s accounting balance sheet) or the average
7

annual number of laborers (total capital is the priority criterion)”. The new definition distinguishes
SMEs to micro, small and medium enterprise and the SMEs category varies across industries (see
Table 2-2)
Table 2-2

Definition of SMEs in Vietnam
Micro
Enterprise

Agriculture,
forestry and
fishery
Industry and
construction
Trade and
services

Small Enterprise

Medium Enterprise

Number of
laborers

Total capital

Number of
laborers

Total capital

Number of
laborers

≤ 10

≤ 20 bill VND

11 - 200

≤ 100 bill
VND

201 - 300

≤10

≤ 20 bill VND

11 - 200

≤ 100 bill
VND

201 - 300

≤ 10

≤ 10 bill VND

11 - 50

≤ 50 bill VND

50 - 100

Source: Vietnamese Government’s Decree No. 56/2009/ND-CP

2.2 Small and Medium Sized Enterprises in Southeast Asia
SMEs play a crucial role in economic development, both in developing and developed countries. The
contribution of SMEs to the economy is documented in numerous indicators: the value added every
year; the number of employment generation; and export participation. Furthermore, as noted by
Bouri et al. (2011), SMEs directly and indirectly increase government tax income and tax revenue will
increase when there is more investment in SMEs, no matter where the funding comes from. There is
a lack of quantitative study that quantifies the impact of SMEs on women entrepreneurship, it is
believed that women-led enterprises (mostly SMEs) are conducive to growth and employment
(OECD, 2005).
For low income countries, it is undeniable that most of enterprises are small scale and their labor
force also works mostly for small firms. This explains 80-90% enterprises in developing Asia are SMEs
and attract 50-80% of total employment (Tambunan, 2008). Many studies have found that SMEs
create more jobs than large enterprises (de Kok et al., 2011) because SMEs are labour-intensive
(Hobohm, 2001). However, the importance of SMEs remains remarkable for newly industrialized
countries such as Korea, Japan, Taiwan or Singapore. In Korea, SMEs provide jobs for 87.7% working
people and 77.2% in Taiwan (ESCAP, 2011). Total gross value added by SMEs was 54% in Japan in
2010 (Wymenga, Spanikova, Derbyshire, & Barker, 2011). SMEs also contribute actively to export. For
example, in Asia emerging markets such as China, SMEs represent 69.2% of the total export value
while that of India is 40% (ESCAP, 2011).
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In SEA, the dominant number of enterprises is SMEs and they also occupy majority of the labor force.
Table 2-3 presents the contribution of SMEs to selected economies in SEA from various sources in
2008 - 2011. The data in the table shows, except for Myanmar (with 91.99%), SMEs accounts for
more than 98% of total enterprises in all other SEA countries. SMEs also create a significant number
of jobs with the highest in Indonesia (97% total labor force) and the lowest in Malaysia (56%). In
terms of contribution to GDP and export, Singapore dominates the categories (60%) followed by
Indonesia (56.63%) and the remaining SEA countries generating about 20 – 40% GDP from SMEs.
Data on share of SMEs in export is not officially available in some countries such as Brunei, Myanmar,
Laos or Cambodia but for the rest of SEA, the value of direct export by SMEs is between 16 – 30%.
Table 2-3

Country

Contribution by Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises in Southeast Asia (Various
Years:2008-2011)
SME share of total SME share of total
enterprises
workforce

GDP/value
added/output

Share of SMEs in
Export

Brunei

98.33

58

22

n.a

Cambodia

98.46

n.a

n.a

n.a

Indonesia

99.99

97

56.53

17.02

Laos

n.a

83

6-9% in all sectors

n.a

Malaysia

99

56

19

Myanmar

91.99

n.a

Philippine

99.6

61.2

31
41.2 (agriculture)
27.1 (manufacturing)
37.1 (services)
35.7

20b

Singapore

99

70

60

16c

Thailand

99.8

78.2

36.6a

29.94a

n.a

Note: - All values are in percentages. Unless otherwise stated, reproduced from “Directory of
Outstanding ASEAN SMEs 2011”, by the ASEAN Secretariat, 2011. Copyright 2011 by Association of
Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN). Reproduced with permission.
- (a) “The White Paper on SMEs of Thailand in 2010 and Trends 2011”, OSMEP (Office of Small
and Medium Sized Enterprises Promotion) – Thailand, 2012. Copyright 2012 by OSMEP.
Reproduced with permission
(b) Kuwayama (2001, p. 16). Reproduced with permission
(c) Harvie & Lee (2002, p. 9). Reproduced with permission

2.3 Small and Medium Sized Enterprises in Vietnam
2.3.1 Characteristics of SMEs in Vietnam
The number of enterprises in Vietnam has increased rapidly over the years, particularly SMEs. As
displayed in Figure A 1, by the end of 2011, there were 304,903 SMEs, an increase of 7.8 times since
2000 which made up for 98% of the total enterprises in Vietnam. The majority of SMEs are micro
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enterprises and their number has increased over 2000 – 2011. Micro enterprises accounted for 66%
of the total enterprises (or 67.4% SMEs) in 2011, followed by small enterprises (30% of the total or
30.4% of SMEs). Medium enterprises represent only 2.2% of SMEs and have slower growth rate over
the years and likewise large enterprises (See Figure A 1).
Figure A 2 breaks down SMEs by sector and ownership types in Vietnam. The data shows that
majority of SMEs involve in services (63%) and manufacturing & construction (34%). Only 3% of SMEs
operate in the agriculture sector. This is similar to large enterprises where 97% operates in services,
manufacturing & construction. In terms of ownership type, 97% of the SMEs operated under nonstate ownership in 2009. However, only 2% of the SMEs received partly or full foreign investment.
State-owned SMEs account for only 1%. These figures clearly reflect industrialization and
privatization trends that have taken place in Vietnam over the past 10 years. However, it can be
observed that foreign sector and the state prefer to establish large enterprises rather than SMEs
(They represent 17% and 16%, respectively of the total large enterprises)
In terms of regional distribution, SMEs are scatter throughout the country but the Red River Delta
and South East, with most favourable investment environment have the greatest number of SMEs.
Specifically, these two regions alone accounts for 70% micro, 64% small and 69% medium
enterprises. In contrast, in Central Highlands, Northern Midlands and Mountain Areas, where
infrastructure, transportation and market opportunities are poor, the number of SMEs is very low
(about 9% in 2009).

2.3.2 SMEs Performance and Contribution to Vietnam’s Economy
First, similar to other SEA countries, SMEs are the major source of employment in Vietnam. About
77% of the total labor force in Vietnam works in the SMEs (ESCAP, 2011). SMEs also provide jobs and
livelihood for a large proportion of the population, especially those living in rural areas. As noted by
MPI (2012), the SMEs sector bring half million or more new jobs every year. In addition, SMEs attract
a large number of workers who are unemployed from the public sector as a result of privatization
and restructuring toward a market-oriented economy. For this reason, SMEs play a significant role in
maintaining low unemployment rate in Vietnam over the last decade (MPI, 2012).
Second, SMEs actively participate in economic growth and poverty alleviation process of Vietnam.
SMEs contributes about 48% to the country’s GDP (MPI, 2012) and 20% in export value (ESCAP,
2011). More importantly, as highlighted in the “SMEs Development Plan 2006 – 2010”(MPI, 2005), in
rural villages, the existence of many small businesses in handicraft not only assist the poor to earn a
living, attract women participation (who otherwise would be doing housework without any
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opportunity to participate in paid jobs) but also maintain and develop traditional products for both
domestic and export markets.
Third, in terms of contribution to the State Budget, total amount of tax and other payables by SMEs
was 58,403 VND billion in 2007 and increased to 111,181.40 VND billion in 2009 (MPI, 2012). This
amount is equivalent to 26% of total tax and other payables by the whole business sector. In 2011,
the proportion increased to 31.6%, remaining a low contribution (GSO, 2013).
Table A 1 illustrates some performance indicators of SMEs in Vietnam. The table exhibits an
impressive increase in investment, capital and net income, particularly since 2007. Over the period
2000 – 2009, the average annual growth rate of capital per enterprises was 48.7% per year and of
fixed asset was 65.1% per year. The average net income per employee increased at a rate of 22.5%
per year. Interestingly, the average employee per enterprises exhibit a declining trend that reflects
the SMEs movement toward more capital/technology intensive rather than labor intensive. By the
end of 2009, the average number of employee per SME was 22 people, a decline of 26.7% compared
to 2000 (MPI, 2012)
In terms of profitability, SMEs lag behind other business sectors. As shown in Figure A 4, return on
equity and return on revenue of SMEs fell below the business sector (that includes large enterprises,
SMEs, and individual business establishments). Return on equity of SMEs was 2.57% in 2007,
equivalent to approximately half of the business sector. The figure decreased further in 2008 and
2009 as the result of the global financial crisis and domestic economic problems (such as inflation,
improper monetary policies, etc.). Likewise, return on revenue of SMEs remained at 2.79% in 2007
and declined to 2.34% in 2009 whereas that of business sector was 6.69% and 5.38%, respectively.
Data from GSO (2013) revealed that in 2011, SMEs accounted for only 43.9% total gross revenue of
all enterprises and 13.6% total profit before tax. These numbers are very modest given the dominant
proportion of SMEs.
In summary, SMEs have made considerable contributions to Vietnam economy in terms of
employment creation, output growth, poverty reduction as well as socio-economic development.
However, the performance of SMEs in Vietnam is not as impressive as it should be.

2.3.3 Constraints Facing SMEs in Vietnam
In searching for the reasons behind the poor performance of SMEs in Vietnam, there are several
constraints worth mentioning, namely, low quality of labor and technology, unfavourable business
environment, modest capacity of owner/manager, and lack of financing.
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The first constraint is low quality of labor and technology. Majority of SMEs are currently operating
under poor technology and low-skilled labor that result in their low productivity.
Furthermore, the business environment in Vietnam remains unfavorable for the development of
SMEs, particularly because of institutional and legal barriers. In developing countries such as Vietnam
where the quality of institutions is low, SMEs find it very hard to obtain business license and establish
their business as they have to go through a lot of procedures as well as regulations. Empirical
evidence across countries has confirmed the impact of regulatory burden on SMEs development
(Peci, Kutllovci, Tmava, & Shala, 2012; Samitowska, 2011). In 2012, Vietnam ranked 99 out of 185
countries and regions on ease of doing business, lagging behind East Asia and Pacific countries as a
whole with a ranking of 76 (Figure A 5). The number of procedures to set up a business in Vietnam
was nine in 2011 compared to five in Thailand and four in Malaysia. Similarly, the time required to
start a business in Vietnam was 44 days while the latter is 29 and 6, respectively (Doing Business,
World Bank Database, 2012).
Third, capacity of SMEs owners/managers is often low. Internal management of Vietnamese SMEs is
often underdeveloped, unprofessional and weak that mainly based on the limited and personal
experiences of the owners. There is usually no clear distinction between the rights and duties of
owners, employers and employees. Most enterprises lack strategies and long-term business plans,
and operate with poor trained professional staff(MPI, 2005, p. 16). In a survey conducted by CIEM in
2008, the majority of general education level completed by owners/managers is lower secondary
(55%) and professional education level by elementary worker (22.6%). Only 19.8% surveyed
owners/managers completed college/university study.
Last but most important, SMEs in Vietnam suffer severe lack of capital. SMEs are generally
considered as riskier than large firms because they have lower survival rate, larger variance of
profitability and growth (OECD, 1998). As a result, they often suffer from credit rationing or higher
loan interest rate. In Vietnam, according to a recent research conducted by VCCI, 75% of the SMEs
would like to seek bank loans but only about 30% succeeded. Not only is the lending procedure too
complicated but the interest rate charged to SMEs is also exorbitantly high. SMEs in Vietnam are in
greater disadvantage compare to large enterprise in obtaining capital. For example, the average
capital per enterprise was 49 VND billion in 2011 for all enterprises (and 1582 VND billion for stateowned enterprises which are mostly large enterprises) but it was only 18 VND billion for SMEs alone
(GSO, 2013).
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2.4 Determinants of Credit Accessibility
Previous literature suggests that the determinants of SMEs credit accessibility can be classified into
four groups: Owner/manager characteristics; SMEs characteristics; Creditworthiness; and Network.

2.4.1 Owner/Manager Characteristics
Owner/manager characteristics such as demographic factor, education level and experiences are
considered to be strong determinants of accessibility to financing. Small scale firms are mostly
managed by owners/managers and their performance depends largely on the management ability of
the owners/managers. Therefore, it is no surprise that the owners/managers’ education and
experience have been found to be strong determinants of accessibility to financing. According to
Irwin & Scott (2010), educational level of owner/manager is most likely the main factor influencing
lending decision of bankers. Nofsinger & Wang (2011) examined start-up financing of entrepreneurs
across 27 countries and found that experienced entrepreneurs obtained 4.44% more external
ﬁnancing than inexperienced entrepreneurs. Similarly, Fatoki & Asah (2011) found that one of the
main reasons firms in Eastern European transition economies could not obtain bank loans is because
of owners/managers management competency. These findings are further supported by Coleman
(2004b), Fatoki & Odeyemi (2010) and Osei-Assibey, Bokpin, & Twerefou (2012) studies.
Research on the impact of owners/managers’ education and experience on accessibility to finance of
SMEs in Vietnam, however, showed mixed results. Rand (2007) found that owner’s education is
significantly and negatively related to credit accessibility because owners with better knowledge are
more likely to know if their application will be rejected. Therefore, they choose not to apply in the
first place. This observation is consistent with Coleman’s (2004a) study. Rand also explained further
that higher educated owners are more likely to lead to better firm performance and thus, firms can
rely more on retained earnings. In contrast, Le, Sundar, & Nguyen’s(2006) study showed education
positively influence the owner’s probability of obtaining bank loans. Interestingly, this relationship is
non-significant in Thanh, Cuong, Dung, & Chieu’s(2011) study of SMEs access to credit in Vietnam.
A set of owners/managers’ demographic characteristics such as gender, age, and marital status is
often added in the models of access to credit determinants. It is likely that the borrowing behavior is
different between young and old, male and female, as well as married and single owners/managers
of the business. In terms of the owner’s age, younger owners are considered less risk averse so they
are more willing to borrow externally (Coleman, 2004b; Vos, Yeh, Carter, & Tagg, 2007). However, it
is also believed that owner/manager’s age represents experience. For example, firms managed by
young owners tend to borrow from informal sources such as friends and relatives because banks
might judge them as inexperienced and having higher default rate (Akoten, Sawada, & Otsuka, 2006).
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Coleman (2004a) also points out that even though young owners are less risk averse and more willing
to borrow, they might not apply for bank loans because they assume their application would be
rejected. Second, the literature on gender and entrepreneur revealed that women are likely to face
significantly more difficulty in obtaining finance than men 1. Empirically, some authors have found
female-owned businesses to have higher probability of being credit rationed (Drakos &
Giannakopoulos, 2011; Muravyev, Talavera, & Schäfer, 2009), paying higher interest rate (Muravyev
et al., 2009), obtaining less amount of the loans to start their business, using less institutional finance
(Sara & Peter, 1998) and more informal/micro finance (Akoten et al., 2006). There exist opposing
results in which no gender difference in financing accessibility was observed (Fatoki & Asah, 2011;
Harrison & Mason, 2007) and in some studies, women were found to have an advantage in obtaining
formal loans and rely less on informal loans (Yaldiz, Altunbas, & Bazzana, 2011). The latter’s
argument was that women in the business world are better educated and more talented than men
so they can borrow more from formal sources. With regards to the SMEs in Vietnam, Rand’s (2007)
finding is consistent with the former view, while Thanh et al. (2011) supports the latter. Finally,
marital status also matters. It is argued that married owners have a higher probability to borrow both
from the banks and informal sources such as rotating savings and credit associations (Akoten et al.,
2006).

2.4.2 SMEs Characteristics
SMEs share some common characteristics that differentiate their accessibility to finance from large
firms. The first and most frequently cited characteristic is firm size (which is often proxied by number
of employees or sales). SMEs are characterized as the “missing middle” because on one hand, for
banks, the amount lend to SMEs is too small to offset transaction cost and screening cost (Shinozaki,
2012). On the other hand, the loan might be too large for the borrowers to borrow from
microfinance institutions (DALBERG, 2011).Hernández-Cánovas and Martínez-Solano (2010) study
reported that small sized enterprises bear higher cost of debt than medium sized enterprises
because asymmetric information is reduced as firms become larger. Drakos & Giannakopoulos (2011)
further added that firm size can signal loan repayment ability; therefore, small firms are more likely
to be credit rationed.
Current literature on accessibility to finance mostly focuses on bank financing across different firm
sizes. At the cross-country level, using a firm database which covers 54 countries, Beck, DemirgüçKunt, Laeven, & Maksimovic (2006) found that large enterprises do not suffer from bank constraints
such as collateral, bureaucracies or relationship but SMEs, especially small firms do. The authors also
1

A comprehensive review of this issue can be found in Marlow & Patton (2005)
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conclude how financial constraints affect firm growth depends largely on firm size in which small
firms suffer the most. Beck, Demirgüç-Kunt, & Maksimovic (2008) studied financing pattern of 3,000
firms of different sizes in 48 countries. Their results indicated that small firms rely more on internal
and informal finance but less on bank finance than large firms. Similarly, in a study of credit
constraints in four African countries, Bigsten et al. (2003) suggested that firm size is a strong
determinant in obtaining credit with the probability of success of 31%, 20%, and 13% for micro,
small, and medium sized firms, respectively, as compared to large firms.
Mateev, Poutziouris, and Ivanov (2013)employ a panel of 3175 SMEs in 7 European countries and
found that small sized enterprises tend to use more short term bank loans and trade credit whereas
medium sized enterprises use more long term loans and also have higher leverage, indicating that
large enterprises may have more bargaining power over loan creditors. Another study by Hainz and
Nabokin (2013) that covers 23 countries in the EU and Asia test the determinants of access to credit
across different firm sizes. The authors’ result suggest that small firms have 6 percent point lower
probability of demanding external finance than larger firms, indicating that small firms rely more on
internal finance or have less credit demand than large firms.
Another branch of literature studied accessibility to finance for firms at different growth stages and
found that at both start-up and take-off period, small firms rely more on internal and informal
finance whereas it is significantly less constraint for larger firms to obtain bank finance (Allen et al.,
2012; Beck et al., 2008; Muravyev et al., 2009). Okura (2008), in a study of SMEs in China showed
that the use of bank loans to finance working capital increases with firm size. For the case of SMEs in
Malawi, the use of external financing is significantly and negatively related to small sized enterprises
and positively related to medium sized enterprises (Mulaga, 2013). In South Africa, Fatoki &
Odeyemi(2010) study found that credit application from medium sized firms is 3.79 times more likely
to be successful than from small firms. Similar result was confirmed for other countries such as Kenia
(Biggs, Raturi, & Srivastava, 2002), India (Allen et al., 2012), Mozambique (Byiers, Rand, Tarp, &
Bentzen, 2010), Tanzania (Kira & He, 2012), the UK and US (Vos et al., 2007). For the case of Vietnam,
the current literature supports that firm size is positively associated with accessibility to bank loan
(Le, 2012; Malesky & Taussig, 2009; Nguyen & Ramachandran, 2006; Rand, 2007) and negatively with
interest rate (Menkhoff, Neuberger, & Suwanaporn, 2006). Similarly, Biger, Nguyen, & Hoang (2007)
found a positive relationship between firm size and firm level of leverage in a sample of 3778
Vietnamese enterprises in 2002-2003.
Together with firm size, firm age has also been widely recognized as a significant determinant of
accessibility to financing. Young firms often face difficulties in obtaining external finance because of
informational disparities (Hernández-Cánovas & Martínez-Solano, 2010; Kira & He, 2012). Age of firm
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might be a signal of experience and therefore probability of business failure or default (Akoten et al.,
2006). In addition, it is easier to monitor well-established firms (Byiers et al., 2010)where old firms
are more likely to have access to bank finance or face less constraints. Other studies that found firm
age positively influences bank finance and negatively with informal finance (see Osei-Assibey, Bokpin,
& Twerefou (2012), and Fatoki & Asah (2011). Firm age, however, has been found to have somewhat
different effects on accessibility to finance in some countries. For instance, examining determinants
of capital structure of SMEs in Irish, Mac An Bhaird & Lucey (2010) found that old firms tend to use
more internal equity (retain earning and personal savings) and less long term debt but there is no
significant relationship between firm age and short term debt (i.e. short term bank loan and
overdraft). Similarly, Abdullah & Manan (2011) also found no significant impact of firm age on
accessibility to finance. The former suggests that their result reflects the reliance on firm profit and
the deficit nature of short term debt financing. The latter explains that financial assistance services in
Malaysia are very popular and widespread so young and old firms have equal opportunity to borrow.
Similarly, Mulaga (2013) found that there is no statistical significance between SMEs age and the use
of external finance. Result on the impact of firm age on accessibility to finance for SMEs in Vietnam is
mixed. Thanh et al’s (2011) study showed a positive relationship while it was non-significant in
Malesky & Taussig’s(2009) study.
The third variable of firm characteristic is ownership types. Traditionally, government-owned firms
are believed to be able to access finance from development institutions such as development banks
or public-owned banks (Beck et al., 2008) whereas private-owned firms are more likely to be credit
rationed (Drakos & Giannakopoulos, 2011). Furthermore, these authors also found that being
foreign-owned enterprises increases the likelihood of using equity finance and reduces credit
rationing. In a study on legal origin and access to finance of 4,000 firms across 38 countries,
Demirgüç-Kunt & Levine (2005) conclude that government-owned enterprises face less problem with
collateral requirement, paperwork bureaucracy and likewise foreign –owned enterprises. Private
enterprises, on the other hand, face significant constraints in terms of collateral requirement to
access credit 2. With regards to Vietnamese firms, Biger et al. (2007) suggest that foreign firms use
significantly less financial leverage than state-owned firms because they are financed by parents
companies. On the other hand, private owned firms use 3-4% more leverage than fully state owned
but there is no statistically significant difference between fully state owned and state control
shareholding firms (less than 50% state-owned shares).
In addition to firm size, age and ownership types, previous studies also include sector and export as
dummy variables to test whether there is a difference in accessibility to finance in different sectors in
2

Private enterprise is defined as a single proprietorship or partnership firm following Demirgüç-Kunt & Levine’s
(2005) definition.
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the economy and between export and non-export enterprises. For instance, Kira & He (2012)
indicated that firms in the industry sector can obtain debt finance much easier than other sectors in
Tanzania. In contrast, Mulaga (2013) study indicated that manufacturing sector is more likely to use
external finance than services and industry sector in Malawi. Beck et al. (2008), however, found no
difference in debt financing across sectors. With regard to SMEs in Vietnam, Le (2012) found that
firms in the service sector, followed by some manufacturing industries have a higher probability to
succeed in obtaining bank loans. However, Vietnamese firms participating in export did not have
easy access to credit as suggested in Thanh, Cuong, Dung, & Chieu’ s (2011) study.

2.4.3 Creditworthiness
Collateral serves as a means to reduce asymmetric information and moral hazard in asset-based
lending (Mac An Bhaird & Lucey, 2010). This lending method has been applied widely in bank
financing. As argued by Bester(1987), collateral signals firm’s level of risk because only low risk
borrowers are willing to pledge high amount of collateral. For emerging markets, the level of
collateral requirement is higher than in developed markets, particularly for young and small firms
(Menkhoff et al., 2006). Empirical studies have proven that collateral increase accessibility to
institutional finance (Fatoki & Asah, 2011; Fatoki & Odeyemi, 2010; Kira & He, 2012) and long term
debt finance (Bougheas, Mizen, & Yalcin, 2006). Many studies have also suggested that the lack of
collateral is among the major barrier to access bank finance (Shinozaki, 2012). Malesky & Taussig
(2009) used Certificate of Land Use Right (CLUR) in Vietnam as a proxy for collateral and found that
having CLUR indeed increases the ability to access to credit. Rand (2007) found opposing result
whereby collateral is significant and positively correlated to interest rate, suggesting the influence of
“policy lending” in the country credit market.
On top of collateral, quality of financial information disclosed by firms is also one of the important
determinants of accessibility to finance. According to Timo BaasMechthild (2006), SMEs do not have
much incentive to invest in publishing detailed financial statements because legal accounting
requirements are low; hence, banks are not willing to lend to them. Kira & He (2012, p. 115) state
that for lenders, financial statements issued by firms can be used to evaluate future performance and
therefore determine whether borrowers are able to repay the interest and principal. This view is
supported by empirical evidence from Osei-Assibey et al. (2012)study, where book keeping is
significant and positively correlated with formal finance; Safavian & Wimpey (2007) where firms with
unclear or hidden financial information have to rely more on informal finance; and Mulaga (2013)
where SMEs having audited financial statements have easier access to external finance. Furthermore,
Drakos & Giannakopoulos (2011) added that having external auditor for financial statement
decreases the likelihood of being credit rationed which supports Shinozaki (2012) survey result that
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nonexistence of business track record is a typical barrier in accessing bank finance. Le (2012) found
that for small businesses in Vietnam, having financial statement audited is beneficial to obtain bank
loans but it is not significant for larger enterprises.

2.4.4 Networks
Networks play a crucial role, especially in relationship lending. Study on relationship lending
emphasizes the role of trust on accessibility to credit in SMEs. According to Moro & Fink (2013), loan
manager’s trust on firm will reduce credit constraints and increase accessibility to credits. It is widely
agreed that networks are considered as an effective tool to overcome asymmetric information
(Dabla-Norris & Koeda, 2008; Fraser, Bhaumik, & Wright, 2013; Safavian & Wimpey, 2007; Shane &
Cable, 2002). Another role of long term relationships documented in Fraser et al. (2013) research
revealed such relationships enable creditors to punish firms using fund ineffectively by cutting off
future loan. For bank financing, Berger & Udell (1995) show that having relationship with banks help
firms to borrow at lower rates and pledge less collateral. Similar result was found in Uzzi (1999) for
the case of the US and Degryse & Van Cayseele (2000) for the EU. In a comprehensive survey on
network and accessibility to finance, Kenia, Atieno (2009) pointed out that linkages with financial
institutions enable enterprises to access financial services. Interestingly, Hernández-Cánovas and
Martínez-Solano (2010) found that relationships with banks help European SMEs access debt more
easily but SMEs bear higher interest rate if they keep relationship with only one bank rather than two
banks. Nevertheless, networks or relationships appear to be more important to obtain informal
finance and venture capital. Unlike formal creditors, informal creditors do not rely much on official
information disclosed by firms such as financial statements or business plans but on informal
information acquired through business relationship with borrowers (Dabla-Norris & Koeda, 2008;
Safavian & Wimpey, 2007). For venture capital, investors use social tie to gather private information
on finance for start-ups (Shane & Cable, 2002). This view is in accordance with Sengupta’s (2011)
study that investors not only rely on firm’s creditworthiness to finance venture capital or give referral
to someone else but trustworthiness also plays an important role. Moreover, networks with lenders,
connections with other enterprises and business associations also help to promote access to financial
services (Atieno, 2009).
Few studies on SMEs in Vietnam have attempted to understand the relationship between network
and accessibility to bank finance. Specifically, Nguyen & Ramachandran (2006) and Rand (2007)
found that firms having borrowing relationship with banks previously are able to borrow at lower
interest rate and a higher probability to obtain loan again. In Le et al. (2006, pp. 222-223) study, firms
that have networks with managers of other firms, with friends and relatives find it easier to borrow
from banks. On the other hand, networks with government officials has negative effect on
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accessibility to bank finance, suggesting that these firms can access to aid money and government
official programs. This finding, however, contradicts Malesky & Taussig’s (2009) result where political
connections strongly increased the probability of firms to obtain bank loans. It is worth noting that
Malesky & Taussig’s(2009) study covers all types of enterprises across all provinces in Vietnam while
the other studies focus on SMEs in few selected provinces.

2.5 Credit Accessibility and Firm Growth
Credit is considered a factor of production. Access to credits allow SMEs to utilize productive assets
to enhance productivity and economy of scale (Kira & He, 2012). As suggested in DALBERG’s (2011)
report, access to finance encourages market entry, facilitates growth, reduce risks, fosters innovation
and entrepreneurial activity. Wagenvoort (2003) estimated the growth sensitivity cash flow of
enterprises in 14 European countries during 1996 - 2000 and found that finance constraints limit the
growth potential of SMEs. Beck, Demirgüç-Kunt, & Maksimovic’s(2005) study on firms in 54 countries
confirmed that financial constraints limit firm growth, especially small firms. Empirical studies
worldwide also confirm the positive effect of credit accessibilityon firm growth. For example,
Rahaman (2011) estimated that a 10% increase in bank credit result to an 18.14% increase in growth
of the sample firms in Ireland and the UK. Khandker, Samad, and Ali (2013) test the impact of access
to finance on microenterprise growth and profitability in Bangladesh using the fixed-effect model.
Their results suggest that credit constraints negatively affect microenterprise profit margin more
severely than other types of constraints (such as transportation, lack of demand, etc.). In addition,
enterprises that borrowed from money lenders to start their business have significantly lower profit
than borrowing from other sources.
Ayyagari, Demirgüç-Kunt, & Maksimovic’s(2010) study in China also revealed that firms that have
bank loans or use retained earnings grow faster than firms borrowing from informal sources. Similar
findings were documented for Kenya (Akoten et al., 2006; Atieno, 2009) and Indonesia (Shinozaki,
2012). However, when it comes to India, Allen et al. (2012) test the relationship between firm growth
and access to different sources of finance for India using OLS and Two Stage Least Square(2SLS)
models and suggest that firms with access to bank or market finance do not perform better than the
others. Their argument is that in emerging countries like India, firms prefer using alternative finances
rather than institutional finance to avoid any possible cost that might result from legal institutions
and to adapt better with changes.
Yiu, Su, and Xu (2012) assess the impact of alternative financing (underground finance and trade
credits) on the performance of 284 private firms in 19 provinces in China. The OLS and 2SLS
estimation confirmed that alternative financing positively associates with firm performance.
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Therefore, informal finance is an important source of financing for private firm in transition
economies where formal financing is not widely available.
Very few studies have examined the impact of credit accessibility on SMEs’ growth and performance
in Vietnam with the exceptions of Malesky & Taussig (2009) and Shinozaki (2012). The first study
found no significant relationship between bank finance and firm profitability. The authors explained
that bank lending in Vietnam based too much on political connections so credits may not go to
profitable firms. Besides, the authors also argued that the most profitable firms do not rely on bank
finance but retained earnings. The second study, in contrast, found a positive relationship between
bank lending and sales growth of SMEs. Nevertheless, the results of both two studies might be bias
because of potential endogeneity problem that may arise since the financing decision is
endogenously determined by the firm (Allen et al., 2012; Ayyagari et al., 2010; Rahaman, 2011).

2.6 Summary
This chapter provided an extensive review of SMEs definitions, SMEs in Southeast Asia and Vietnam.
The chapter also reviewed the determinants of credit accessibility, the empirical models used in the
literature and their findings for the impact of credit accessibility on firm’s growth. The literature
clearly demonstrated the importance of SMEs in Southeast Asia countries, including Vietnam. The
data on Vietnamese SMEs documented the contributions of SMEs on various aspects, such as
employment creation, poverty alleviation, export participation, government income generation, etc.
The chapter also analyzed the constraints facing SMEs in Vietnam. The determinants of credit
accessibility were broken down into four main groups: owner/manager characteristics, SMEs
characteristics, networks, and creditworthiness. Furthermore, previous literature suggests that
access to credit might have mixed effects on SMEs growth. Most importantly, the literature
emphasized that it is necessary to take into account the endogeneity issue in the model of the credit
access and SMEs growth.
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Chapter 3
Data and Methodology
This chapter discusses the methods used in this study. The chapter first develops the theoretical and
empirical framework used to answer the research questions. Different models are required to
answer each research question. The theoretical framework details the reasons why the models are
chosen and the variables needed to run the models. The chapter then describes the survey
instrument and data collection process to obtain the primary data for the empirical models. The last
section presents a descriptive statistics of the survey, including a profile of respondents, SMEs
characteristics, loan characteristics, and SMEs perception on credit accessibility.

3.1 Theoretical and Empirical Framework
3.1.1 Model for Determinants of Credit Accessibility of SMEs in Vietnam
SMEs credit accessibility in this study is measured based on three factors: sources of finance available
for business start-up; sources of finance available for business operation; and interest rate charged
for the loan when firms borrow for business operation in 2012.

Model 1: Sources of Finance Available for Business Start-up and Business Operation
The study examines factors determining the financing strategy for SMEs business start-up and
���� ) as follows:
operation. Firm i chooses strategy j among four strategies (j = 1,4
•

Formal financing (j =1) if the SME borrowed from commercial bank loan and/or microfinance
only

•

Informal financing (j = 2) if the SMEs borrowed from informal sources which include any of
private money lenders, friends/relatives, trade credits or other sources

•

Both sources (j = 3) if the SMEs obtained loans from both formal financing and informal
financing

•

Internal financing (j = 4) if SMEs financed the business operation by their internal funding
(i.e. did not borrow from any external source)

SME’s decision to choose their financing strategy can be analyzed through a random utility model.
We assume that each firm has a utility function depending on the firm’s specific attributes and the
financing strategy the firm chooses is to maximize their utility. The utility function of firm i that
chooses financing strategy j at time t (t= 0 for start-up and t = 1 for 2012) is given as:
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����
U ijt β jt X it + eijt ∀j = 1,4
=

(3.1)

Let CHOICE ijt denotes a discrete choice variable that takes value of 1 if at time t firm i chooses
financing strategy choice j and 0 otherwise. In this model, firm i will choose a particular strategy if the
utility derived from the strategy is larger than the utility from any other strategy. For instance, firm i
will choose formal financing (j=1) if and only if:

1 if U i1t > U ijt , ∀j =2, 4
CHOICEi1t = 
otherwise
0

(3.2)

The corresponding probability that firm i chooses choice j is conditional on specific characteristics X ij
and is given as

Pr(U ijt ≥ U ikt=
) Pr( β jt X it + eijt ≥ β kt X it + eikt ), ∀k
P=
ijt
= Pr(eijt ≥ β kt X it − β jt X it + eikt ), ∀k
=

exp( β jt X it )

(3.3)

4

∑ exp(β
k =1

kt

X it )

Where X ijt is a vector of owner/manager’s specific characteristics, firm specific characteristics,
networks and creditworthiness at time t. The specific variables used in each model for start-up and
2012 business operation are as follows:
Start-up Model
•

Owner/manager’s characteristics include owner’s age, gender, educational level, and
experiences in doing business.

•

Firm’s characteristics include firm size at start-up period; sector dummy variables equal to 1
if the firm is in either agriculture, manufacturing or construction, or trading and services, 0
otherwise

•

Firm’s creditworthiness include a dummy variable equals to 1 if firm has a written business
plan when establishing the business

•

Networks variable includes the extent to which the firm has network with commercial bank
officials, friends/relatives at the time of start-up of the business.
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2012 Business Operation Model
•

Owner/manager’s characteristics include owner’s age, gender, marital status, educational
level, and experiences in doing business.

•

Firm’s characteristics include firm size in 2012; sector dummy variables equal to 1 if the firm
is in either agriculture, manufacturing or construction, or trading and services, 0 otherwise

•

Firm’s creditworthiness include a dummy variable equals to 1 if the firm has a financial
record (an accounting book), 0 otherwise; a dummy variable for collateral equals to 1 if the
loan was collateralized and 0 if the loan was not collateralized or the firm did not borrow any
loan.

•

Networks variable includes the extent to which the firm has network with commercial bank
officials, customers, friends/relatives in 2012 and a dummy variable equals to 1 if firm
received government assistance to obtain the loan, 0 otherwise.

In estimating the factors affecting the strategy choice, Multinomial Logit Model (MNL) and
Multinomial Probit Model (MNP) have been widely used with the former being more popular. The
weakness of MNL is that the model relies on the independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA)
assumption. The IIA assumption states that an individual choice of a certain alternative should be
independent of the number of available alternatives, in other words, the odds of choosing a
particular choice would not change when dropping or adding another option (McFadden, 1973).The
MNP model relaxes this assumption and only requires normality of the error terms (Hausman &
Wise, 1978). However, MNL is more widely used in empirical research not only because of its less
calculation complexity but previous researches have shown that MNL provides more accurate
estimation than MNP even when the IIA assumption is violated (Dow & Endersby, 2004; Kropko,
2008). To this extent, this study applies MNL model. The test for IIA assumption is also performed to
counter check the result of the MNL model.

Model 2: Interest Rate charged for the Loan Borrowed for Business Operation in 2012
The interest rate model follows Petersen and Rajan (1994), Uzzi (1999), and Rand (2007) studies and
is given as follows:

ITRi =
α 0 + α1OWNERi + α 2 FIRM i + α 3 LOAN i + α 4 RELATION i + α 5 SOURCEi + ei (3.4)
Where:
i indexes firm i
ITR i = interest rate for the largest loan the firms borrowed in 2012.
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OWNER i = a set of variables representing owner/manager’s characteristics, including age, gender,
marital status, educational level, and experiences in doing business.
FIRM i = a set of variable representing the firm’s characteristics, including firm age; number of
employees (proxy for firm’s size); a dummy variable for sector equals to 1 if the firm is in either
industry, trade or services, 0 otherwise; a dummy variable equals to 1 if firm exports, 0 otherwise.
LOAN i = a set of variables representing loan characteristics, including collateral dummy equals to 1 if
the loan required collateral and 0 otherwise; amount of the loan; duration of the loan; a dummy
variable equals to 1 if the mode of interest payment was monthly; and a dummy equals to 1 if the
loan purpose was to finance new investment project.
ASSIST i = a dummy equals to 1 if SMEs received any assistance to obtain the loan and 0 otherwise.
SOURCE i = a set of dummy variables representing sources of finance, including bank finance,
microfinance, money lenders, friends/relatives, and others.
e i = error term

3.1.2 Model for Credit Accessibility and SMEs’ Growth
The base model to determine the impact of access to different sources of credit on SMEs’ growth is
given as follows:

GROWTH i =
δ 0 + δ1Z i + δ 2 j CHOICEij + ε i

(3.5)

Where:
i indexes firm i
Growth measures firm’s revenue growth rate during 2011 – 2012.
Z i is a set of exogenous observable characteristics of the ownerand firm i
1,4 representing four
CHOICE j is dummy variables which represents the financing strategy choice (j = ����

choices: formal, informal, both sources, or internal finance, respectively)
δ 0 , δ 1 ,δ 2j are the parameters to be estimated, ε is the error term
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The Endogeneity Issue in Credit Access
This study investigates the impact of access to different sources of credits on SMEs growth. However,
an OLS regression of GROWTH on CHOICE j might yield biased result because CHOICE j is possibly
endogenously related to GROWTH. There are two possible sources of endogeneity. First, there is
simultaneous causality between sources of financing and growth. For example, it is likely that SMEs
that can obtain formal credits grow faster than the others (Ayyagari et al., 2010; Rahaman, 2011).
However, SMEs that grow faster is also expected to have easier access to formal financing sources
(Binks & Ennew, 1996). Second, since SMEs do not randomly choose their financing choice, the
model might encounter sample selection bias. For instance, if firms choose only formal source (j=1),
the question of interest is whether this group of SMEs would have performed poorer had they used
other sources (such as informal source, j=2). However, because the growth rate of the formally
financed SMEs is not observable had they were financed by informal source, the simple approach
comparing the growth rate of formally financed SMEs with the growth rate of informally financed
SMEs is not appropriate unless the strategy choice is exogenous, which is rarely the case in strategic
management (Hamilton & Nickerson, 2003).
To overcome the endogeneity problem, the study applies the well-known Heckman (1979) Two-Stage
Procedure with the extension from Lee (1982) for multiple strategy choice. Specifically, the
procedure includes two steps. In the first step, a multinomial logistic regression is used to determine
the financing choices. All exogenous variables that affect both financing choices and firm growth will
be added in the regression model together with instrumental variables for financing choices. This
����). The second step is to
step helps to construct the inverse Mills ratio terms (denoted as λ j , j = 1,4

augment equation (3.5)by including the appropriateinverse Mills ratio as the regressor to estimate

the resulting model by OLS using each subset of the SMEs group corresponding to the financing
choices, which is:

GROWTH i =
δ 0 + δ1Z i + δ 2 j CHOICEij + δ 3 j λij + ε ij (3.6)
As noted by Hamilton and Nickerson (2003), the success of the model depends on the availability of
instrument variables. Therefore, it is essential to find variables that are correlated with financing
choices but not growth. Ayyagari et al (2010) suggests that collateral and government help (i.e.
government directs banks to lend to some firms) are valid instruments in their model to determine
the impact of bank financing on firm performance in China. There is no empirical evidence on the
role of finance sources on SMEs performance in Vietnam that takes into account the endogeneity
problem, this study will attempt to use both of these instruments.
A detail description of all variables used in these models is summarized in Appendix C.
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3.2 Data Collection Procedure
3.2.1 Sampling Design
Sampling Technique
The target population is SMEs in Vietnam. The criteria to decide an enterprise as SME is defined in
Vietnamese Government’s Decree No. 56/2009/ND-CP as discussed in Chapter 2. The study chose
SMEs in Hanoi as the sampling frame. The reason why Hanoi was chosen is not only because of the
author’s familiarity with the city but the large number of SMEs in the capital city will also make it
easier to approach target respondents (As of January 1, 2011, there are 59,195 SMEs in Hanoi (MPI,
2012), making up for nearly 21% of total SMEs national wide). Since the questionnaire requires
knowledge of the respondents about their enterprise credit accessibility, SMEs financial manager or
owner was asked to fill in the questionnaire.
Taking into account the limitation of time and budget and practical difficulties in obtaining the list
and information of the targeted population, the research used convenience sampling to select
sampling units. The results from the survey, therefore, cannot be interpreted beyond the sample
(Zikmund, Babin, Carr, & Griffin, 2010). However, anticipating the sampling error that might arise due
to the convenience sampling method, the study spread out the interview over all districts.
Specifically, no more than 3 SMEs were selected on the same street and if the SMEs were
interviewed on the same street, they must be operating in different business activities and
ownership types.

Sample Size
Sample size is determined by the formula of Cochran (1963):

no =
Where:

z 2 pq
e2

n o is sample size
z2 is the abscissa of the normal curve that cuts off an area at the tails
e is the desired level of precision
p is the estimated proportion of an attribute that is present in the population
q is 1-p
This study chooses the level of confidence at 95% (or ±5% precision) and assumes p = 0.5, q = 0.5.
Therefore, according to the above formula, total number of sample size should be at least 385
observations. A minimum of 500 SMEs should be interviewed in order to obtain enough usable
responses for the research.
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3.2.2 Survey Instruments
A structured questionnaire was developed to obtain the data for analysis. The questionnaire was
then sent to Lincoln University Human Ethics Committee for approval. In addition, the questionnaire
was translated into Vietnamese language before administering to owner/manager of SMEs in Hanoi.

Survey Format
The structured questionnaire comprises the following information:
(1) SMEs’ accessibility to different sources of credits, including bank credit, microfinance, and
informal credits, their networks and connections at start-up period
(2) SMEs’ accessibility to different sources of credits, including bank credit, microfinance, and
informal credits, their networks and connections in 2012 operation
(3) Characteristics of SMEs
(4) Characteristics of owner/manager
Section One of the survey questionnaire addresses SMEs accessibility to different sources of credit to
start their business. This includes the types of credit the enterprises borrow to start their business;
collateral requirements; connections and networks where owners/managers indicate their network
ties with bank officials, government officials, suppliers, customers, friends or relatives, managers of
other firms, social organizations, microfinance institutions, and business associations. A five-point
Likert scale was used to measure networks. Section Two of the questionnaire focuses on the SMEs
accessibility to different sources of credit in 2012 business operation. This section is divided into two
subset of questions for borrowers and non-borrowers. For borrowers, the questions include
information about the sources of credit, collateral requirement, amount and purpose of the loans, as
well as the duration, interest rate and interest payment method of the largest loans. For nonborrowers, the survey asks for their reasons for not borrowing and their intention to borrow in the
future. In addition, Section Two also asks both groups about their networks and connection in 2012.
Section Three surveys characteristics of the business, including years of establishment, ownership
type, business activity, and some performance indicators. The last few questions of this section asks
for the perception of owners/managers on their enterprise credit accessibility as well as their
financing preference. Finally, the owner/manager demographic characteristics, such as their age,
ethnic, marital status, household characteristics, educational level, and experience are identified in
the last section of the questionnaire.

Pilot Test
The design of the questionnaire was based on the literature on SMEs credit accessibility. Pretesting
of the questionnaire was conducted on a random sample of 10 SME’s owners/managers in Hanoi.
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The pre-test was conducted to obtain feedback to improve the content of the questions, instructions,
clarity, and the layout of the questionnaire. Furthermore, pretesting of the questionnaire also
assessed the reliability of the constructs, the measures, and the likely response rate. After pilot
testing, the questionnaire was then revised to address comments and suggestions of selected
respondents. The final version of the questionnaire is attached in Appendix B.

3.2.3 Data Collection Process
The survey was collected in June, 2013. The questionnaires were delivered to SMEs premises by 10
survey assistants. SMEs owners or financial managers were asked if they would be willing to
participate in the research and if so, survey assistants would come back to collect when they finish. A
total 700 questionnaires were delivered, where 550 surveys were returned, of which 487 responses
were usable, making up for the completed responses rate of 69.6%.
Completed questionnaires were then transferred to excel and import to STATA 12 software for
analysis.

3.3 Description of the SMEs Survey Data
3.3.1 An Overview of the SMEs Financing Sources
Table 3-1 provides a brief summary of the financing sources of the SMEs to start their business and
operation in 2012. The sources of financing comprised of commercial banks, microfinance, private
money lenders, friends/relative, trade credits, and others. The first two sources are considered
formal while the rest are informal.
Table 3-1

Financing Sources of the Sample SMEs for Business Start-up and Operation

Financing Sources

Formal

Informal

Both sources

Total

Start-up
Frequency
Percentage (%)

Did not
borrow

49
10.06

69
14.17

80
16.43

289
59.34

487
100

102
20.94

33
6.78

76
15.61

276
56.67

487
100

Business Operation in 2012
Frequency
Percentage (%)

Sources: The author’s survey data, 2013
For business start-up, Table 3-1shows 198 (or 40.66%) SMEs borrowed to establish their business
while 59.34% did not borrow. The reasons the SMEs did not borrow include: using their own personal
saving (81.3% of the total non-borrowers), having inheritance or parents’ money (18.3%), and
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contribution from main founders or state-funded capital (13.1%). The result exhibits that on average,
each SME used 1.71 different creditors to start their business. Of the total 198 SMEs that borrowed
externally to start their business, 80 SMEs (or 40.4%) used both formal and informal sources, 69
SMEs (34.85%) borrowed from informal sources, and 49 SMEs (24.75%) borrowed from formal
sources. In terms of specific financing sources, the result shows that the most popular source of
financing for SMEs start-up is friends/relatives (used by 66% of start-up borrowers), followed by
commercial banks (60.1%). The other sources of finance include private money lenders (15.1%),
trade credits (13.1%), and microfinance (12%). Interestingly, although friends/relatives are the most
popular creditor, commercial banks are the biggest loan provider. On average, commercial bank loan
accounted for 42.5% of the total loan value, followed by friends/relative (40.4%). Microfinance,
private money lenders, trade credits and the others shared a very small proportion of the total loan
(all figures were calculated from the survey data).
With regard to the financing for business operation in 2012, Table 3-1 exhibits an increase in external
financing needs and in particular an acceleration of formal financing. Specifically, 211 enterprises
(43.33%) of the sample SMEs borrowed in 2012 of which 84% used either formal sources or both
formal and informal sources, about 20% increase as compared to start-up period when only 65.15%
SMEs borrowed from formal sources or both sources. In other words, as enterprises grow up, the use
of formal financing become more popular and SMEs also find it easier to access to credit. In addition,
of the 276 SMEs that did not borrow in 2012, 158 enterprises explained that they have enough
capital while the remaining SMEs (117) experience difficulties in borrowing such as administrative
procedure, collateral requirement, high interest rate and/or unsuccessful application. Table 3-2
summarizes the main characteristics of SMEs credit accessibility in 2012. First, in terms of the
number of credit suppliers, the table reveals that a dominant number of SMEs approached from one
to three credit suppliers (79.25%) while 3.77% SMEs approached more than seven suppliers. Among
the credit suppliers applied, 41.98% of the SMEs indicated the loan application successful rate of
more than 80%. Further, 18% of the SMEs exhibited successful rate of 60-80% while 22.64% of the
SMEs exhibited 40-60% successful rate. Approximately 17% of the SMEs reported less than 40%
success in their loan applications. This suggests that the chance of success in the loan application is
quite high in the sample. Second, in terms of the percentage of the loans that cover the SMEs capital
needs, one third of the SMEs responded “more than 80%” and the other one third reported “from 60
to 80%”. Thirdly, in terms of the loan purpose, on average, each SME borrowed loan for more than
one intention with the most popular being “expanding business activities” and “urgent capital
shortage” (64.9% and 41.7% of the borrowers, respectively). The other purposes for the loan are
“financing new investment projects” (26.5% borrowers), “paying debts” (4.27% borrowers), and
“buying car” (9.95% borrowers).
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Table 3-2

Distribution of SMEs Credit Accessibility in 2012

Number of credit suppliers

% of successful application

Percentage of capital needs the loan
covered

Purpose of the loan

Category

No

%

1-3
4-6

168
36

79.25
16.98

More than 7

8

3.77

Above 80%

89

41.98

From 60 - 80%

39

18.4

From 40 - 60%

48

22.64

From 20 - 40%

23

10.85

Less than 20%

13

6.13

Above 80%

70

33.02

From 60 - 80%

64

30.19

From 40 - 60%

40

18.87

From 20 - 40%

27

12.74

11
137
21
88
11
56
9

5.19
64.93
9.95
41.71
5.21
26.54
4.27

Less than 20%
Expanding business activities
Buying car
Urgent capital shortage
Domestic factoring
Financing new investment project
Paying debt

Sources: The author’s survey data, 2013

3.3.2 Characteristics of the Respondents
The profile of SMEs owners classified by borrowers/non-borrowers 3 group is displayed in Table 3-3.
The table includes respondent individual characteristics (gender, age, education level, professional
training, and working experiences) and household characteristics (number of household members,
number of income earners, and household income). T-statistics were used to compare the mean
difference between the two groups of borrowers and non-borrowers and Chi-square tested whether
there is a statistically significant relationship between borrowing engagement and the respective
variable.
The gender and age variable reveal that SMEs are dominantly managed by male (69.2%) and middle
aged owners (49.1%). The Chi-square statistics for the relationship between credit access and these
variables are statistically significant at 1% level, indicating that male owners are more likely to
engage in borrowing activities than their female counterparts and there exist a relationship between
age groups and borrowing decision.

3

Unless otherwise stated, borrowers and non-borrowers refer to SMEs that borrowed and SMEs that did not
borrow from any source in 2012, respectively.
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The education level variable measures the highest level of education obtained by the sample SME
owners. It is worth noting that three quarters of the owners have a Bachelor degree or higher
education level. This is reasonable since majority of the Hanoi population are migrants from the
other provinces, who came to the capital to attend universities and often end up with settling down
there upon graduation. In particular, 55% of the SMEs owners earned a 4 or 5 year university degree
and 20% obtained a Master or PhD degree. The proportion of the SMEs owners having 2 or 3 year
college or vocational training degree are 10.3% and 7.2%, respectively. Only 8% of the owners had
high school or lower education level. The Chi-square test indicates that there is no statistically
significant difference in education level between the borrower and non-borrower group.
Besides education level, the survey also asked owners to indicate whether they attended any
professional training courses such as business management skill, leadership skill, marketing, tax law,
etc. These training courses are believed to effectively enhance the owners’ capability to manage their
business and financial decision. Table 3-3 shows that business management skill is the most popular
course with nearly half of the owners attended. About one quarter of the owners had other training
courses. Nevertheless, the Chi-square test did not show any difference between borrower/non
borrower group in terms of taking professional training courses except for Tax law and leadership
skill training. The Chi-square results suggest that owners who have training in Tax law and leadership
are more likely to borrow.
In terms of business experience, the least experienced owners in the sample had 2 years in doing
business while the most experienced had 55 years. On average, the sample owners have 10.34 years
in doing business and the borrowers have significantly more experience in doing business than nonborrowers. The mean experience for non-borrowers is 9.30 years while that of borrowers was 11.65.
The T-test comparing the mean difference between two groups is statistically significant at 1% level
(see Table 3-3).
With regards to the SMEs owners’ household characteristics, Table 3-3 illustrates that most of the
households have 4 members or less (68.6%) and majority of the households have only two income
earners. The results clearly reflect “nuclear family” trend in the capital city. One interesting feature is
that the T-test showed the borrower’s households have significantly more family members but less
income earners than non-borrower’s. Both T-tests are significant at 5% level.
Lastly, the table shows that the average income of the sample SMEs households is 37 million VND per
month. This is very high when comparing with the monthly household income of Hanoi. As calculated
in “The Vietnam Household and Living Standard Survey 2010”, the monthly income of a household in
Hanoi was 2.0126 million VND per capita for all groups and 4.833 million VND per capita for the
highest income quintile (GSO, 2012). The average household income of SMEs in the sample is six
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times higher than the total monthly income of a normal 3 income-earner household in Hanoi. The
monthly household income is distributed among three income levels (from 8 – 16 million VND, 16 –
42 million VND and 32 – 64 million VND). Only 5% of the household earned less than 8 million VND
and 15.4% of the households earned over 64 million per month. In addition, about three quarters of
the respondents reported that their business is the main source of the household income.
Meanwhile, salary from paid jobs (12%) and other members’ business (14%) are the main income of
the other households. A modest number of the respondents have other activities as the main source
of household income (i.e. pensions, return from investment, and others). It is worth noting that the
main income group of the borrower’s households is in the 32-64 million VND category (32.2%) while
for non-borrower households, it is 16 – 32 million VND (30.8%). Moreover, about 18% of the
borrower households are in the top income group (above 64 millions) whereas that of non-borrower
households is only 13.4%. The Chi-square test confirms there is a relationship between household
income and borrowing activities. High income households are more likely to borrow than low income
households.
Table 3-3

Profile of the Survey SMEs Owners (Individual and Household Characteristics)

Non-borrowers
(N 1 = 276)
Count
(n 1 )

% of
N1

Borrowers
(N 2 = 211)
Count
(n 2 )

% of
N2

All respondents
(N = 487)
Count
(n = n 1 + n 2 )

Statistical
Test

%
of N

INDIVIDUAL CHARACTERISTICS
Gender
Female
Male
Age group
Below 30
30 - 39
40 or above

100
176

36.2
63.8

50
161

23.7
76.3

150
337

30.8 χ2 =
69.2 8.82***

45
151
80

16.3
54.7
29.0

21
88
102

10.0
41.7
48.3

66
239
182

13.6
49.1
37.4

Education level
Never go to school
Primary school
Lower secondary
Upper secondary
Vocational training
2 or 3 year college
4 or 5 year university
Post-graduate

0
1
3
20
21
26
150
55

0.0
0.4
1.1
7.2
7.6
9.4
54.3
19.9

1
0
0
13
14
24
116
43

0.5
0.0
0.0
6.2
6.6
11.4
55.0
20.4

1
1
3
33
35
50
266
98

0.2
0.2
0.6
6.8
7.2
10.3
54.6
20.1

χ2 = 5.19

Has professional training
Business management
Leadership skill
Accounting and/or

133
62
70

48.2
22.5
25.4

95
67
55

45.0
31.8
26.1

228
129
125

46.8
26.5
25.7

χ2 = 0.48
χ2 = 5.30**
χ2 = 0.03

χ2= 22.21***
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financial
management
Human resource
management

70

25.4

50

23.7

120

24.6

χ2= 0.18

Marketing
68
Enterprise Law
65
Tax Law
53
Experience in doing business
Below 5 years
79
From 6-10 years
121
From 11 - 15 years
47
Above 15 years
29
Mean
9.3

24.6
23.6
19.2

46
57
56

21.8
27.0
26.5

114
122
109

23.4
25.1
22.4

χ2 = 0.54
χ2= 0.76
χ2= 3.71*

28.6
43.8
17.0
10.5

38
66
68
39
11.65

18.0
31.3
32.2
18.5

117
187
115
68
10.32

24.0
38.4
23.6
14.0

48
87
74
4.18

22.7
41.2
35.1

143
191
150
4.08

29.4
39.2
30.8

36
315
81
55
2.4

7.4
64.7
16.6
11.3

24
114
146
128
75

4.9
23.4
30.0
26.3
15.4

t =-4.14***

HOUSEHOLD CHARACTERISTICS
Number of household members
Less than 3 members
95
34.4
4 members
104
37.7
5 members and more
76
27.5
Mean
3.99
Number of income earners in household
1 earner
18
6.5
2 earners
176
63.8
3 earners
44
15.9
4 earners or more
38
13.8
Mean
2.49
Household income (VND per month)
Below 8 millions
17
6.2
From 8 - 16 millions
77
27.9
From 16 - 32 millions
85
30.8
From 32 - 64 millions
60
21.7
Above 64 millions
37
13.4

18
139
37
17
2.28
7
37
61
68
38

8.5
65.9
17.5
8.1

3.3
17.5
28.9
32.2
18.0

t = - 1.68**

t = 2.15**

χ2= 14.24***

Sources: The author’s survey data, 2013
Note: 1. ***, **, * indicate significance level at 1%, 5%, 10%.
2. N i and n i (i = 1, 2) are the numbers of respondents in each group.

3.3.3 Characteristics of the SMEs
Table 3-4summarizes the profile of SMEs, including borrowers/non-borrowers statistics as well as Ttest and Chi-square test. The table consists of SMEs characteristics (age, number of employees,
sector, ownership types, export participation and availability of a tax code, an accounting book, and a
written business plan when starting the business) and SMEs performance (revenue growth and
profit).
The sample SMEs has 5.9 years of operation on average with the borrowers significantly operated
longer than the non-borrowers. Majority of the SMEs have operated for less than 5 years (55.65%)
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and only 12.94% have been in the business for more than 10 years. The oldest SME in the sample has
been established for 52 years. The borrowers in the sample is 7.26 year old on average while that of
non-borrowers is 4.84 (the T-test is significant at 1% level).
Regarding to the number of employees, the sample SMEs started their business with 11 employees
on average and increased to 25 in 2012. At the start-up period, the smallest SME has only one
employee whereas the largest has 215 employees. It’s worth mentioning that 70% of the sample
SMEs started business in the form of micro enterprise 4. However, by 2012, only 44.6% remain as
micro enterprise while the rest 55.4% became small or medium enterprises. In fact, 73.36% of the
SMEs reported an increase in the number of employees and 20.7% has the same number of
employees as at establishment. In 2012, the largest SME has up to 500 labors (calculated from the
survey data). Another noteworthy point is the borrowers have more employees than the nonborrowers. The difference in the mean number of employees between the two groups at both startup period and in 2012 is statistically significant at 1% level (see Table 3-4).
Classified by business activities, Table 3-4shows that the majority of the sample SMEs are in trade
(39.01%) or services (44.76%) sector. This is expected because more than 60% of the SMEs in
Vietnam operate in the trade and services sector. About 15.8% of the surveyed SMEs are in the
manufacturing and construction sector while only 2 SMEs (or 0.41%) are in agriculture. The Chisquare test indicates that there is a relationship between credit access and being in manufacturing
and construction or service sector.
In terms of ownership types, the result shows that the main type of SMEs ownership is “limited
liability company” (34%), followed by joint stock company (29.16%) and private enterprise (19.51%).
About 16% of the surveyed SMEs are household business establishment. A very limited number of
SMEs are collective, state enterprises or foreign owned enterprises. The distribution of SMEs
ownerships by borrowers and non-borrowers follows a similar trend. However, it is worth noting that
the percentage of non-borrowers in household business establishment and private enterprises are
remarkably larger than that of the borrowers. On the other hand, the percentage of non-borrowers
in joint stock company without state capital ownership is much lower than the borrowers (21.01%
versus 36.2%). The Chi-square result confirms a statistically significant relationship between credit
access and ownership type.
About 86% of the SMEs have an accounting book and 82% SMEs have a tax code but only 50%of the
SMEs have a written business plan when establishing their business. A modest number of the SMEs

4

If using number of employees alone as the criteria to classify SMEs.
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engaged in direct export activities in 2012. Out of the 487 surveyed SMEs, only 48 SMEs is classified
as direct exporters – a modest rate of 9.86%.
Table 3-4 also indicates that the borrowers operated more formally than non-borrowers. For
example, 91% of the borrowers have an accounting book compared to 82.61% of the non-borrowers.
Similarly, 86.26% of the borrowers have a tax code and 58.77% have a written business plan at startup period compared to the non-borrowers 79.35% and 43.12%, respectively. The Chi-square values
are statistically significant at 1% or 5% level. The availability of these facilities is associated with
credit access. However, there is no statistically significant difference between the level of export
participation between the borrower and non-borrower group.
The performance of the sample SMEs is based on two indicators: sale revenue growth rate and posttax profit.
Table 3-4shows 52.98% of the SMEs exhibited a positive sale growth in 2012. In contrast, 16.22%
SMEs’ sales revenue remained unchanged and 30.8% experienced a decline in sales growth. The
strongest decrease in sale revenue growth is 80% whereas the highest growth rate is 300%. The
average growth rate for the whole SMEs sample is 6.58%. The T-test shows no difference in the mean
sale growth between the borrower and non-borrower group. In terms of profitability, nearly 79% of
the surveyed SMEs earned a profit in 2012 while 18% made a loss and 3% reached breakeven. The
largest loss was 5.4 billion VND and the largest profit was 755 billion VND. Overall, the mean profit
was about 5 billion VND and there was a large variance across the sample SMEs. In terms of
borrower/non-borrower group, the data suggests that the borrowers earn significantly higher profit
than non-borrower. Specifically, the mean profit of the borrower group is over 9.3 billion VND
whereas that of the non-borrower group is only 1.5 billion VND. The T test also confirms the
difference between the two groups’ profit is statistically significant at 5% level. Table 3-4 also
indicates an interesting feature that the number of increase profit firms are more than number of
increase/stable revenues, this means a number of SMEs have increased profit even though their
revenue have fallen.
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Table 3-4

Profile of SMEs in the Survey
Non-borrowers
(N 1 = 276)
Count
% of
(n 1 )
N1

SMEs age
Less than 5
181
6 - 10
77
10 or above
18
Mean
4.84
Number of employees at start up
Less than 10
220
11 - 50
55
Above 50
1
Mean
7.51
Number of employees in 2012
Less than 10
157
11 - 50
107
Above 50
12
Mean
16.65
Sector
Agriculture
1
Manufacturing &
27
Construction
Services
140
Trade
108
Ownership types
Household
55
Private
59
Collective
4
Limited liability
96
Joint stock
60
Joint venture
1
State enterprises
1
Direct export
26
Availability of
An accounting book
228
A tax code
219
A written business
plan when starting
119
business
2012 revenue status
Increase
145
Decrease
86
Stay the same
45
Mean
6.76
2012 profit status4
Increase
188
Decrease
41

65.58
27.90
6.52

Borrowers
(N 2 = 211)
Count
% of
(n 2 )
N2
90
76
45
7.26

42.65
36.02
21.33

121
82
8
14.95

57.35
38.86
3.79

60
121
30
36.19

28.44
57.35
14.22

0.36

1

9.78

All respondents
Statistical Test
(N = 487)
Count
% of
(n = n 1 + n 2 )
N
271
153
63
5.88

55.65
31.42
12.94

341
137
9
10.74

70.02
28.13
1.85

217
228
42
25.12

44.56
46.82
8.62

0.47

2

0.41

50

23.70

77

15.81

χ2=17.39***

50.72
39.13

78
82

36.97
38.86

218
190

44.76
39.01

χ2 =9.15***
χ2 =0.0004

19.93
21.38
1.45
34.78
21.73
0.36
0.36
9.42

22
36
2
69
83
0
0
22

10.43
17.06
0.95
32.70
38.86
0.00
0.00
10.43

77
95
6
165
142
1
1
48

15.81
19.51
1.23
33.88
29.16
0.21
0.21
9.86

82.61
79.35

192
182

91.00
86.26

420
401

86.24
82.34

χ2 =7.08***
χ2 =3.925**

43.12

124

58.77

243

49.90

χ2 =11.72***

52.54
31.16
16.30

113
64
34
6.3

53.55
30.33
16.11

258
150
79
6.56

52.98
30.80
16.22

154
39

78.97
20.00

342
80

78.98
18.48

79.71
19.93
0.36

56.88
38.77
4.35

78.99
17.23

t = -5.686***

t = -5.00***

t = -5.09***
Fisher’s exact3 = 1

χ2 =22.48***
χ2 =0.13

t=0.146
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Stay the same
Mean

9
1,557,214

3.78

2
9,371,127

1.03

11
5,076,182

2.54
t = -1.83**

Sources: The author’s survey data, 2013
Note: 1. ***, **, * indicate significance level at 1%, 5%, 10%.
2. N i and n i (i = 1, 2) are the numbers of respondents in each group.
3. Fisher’s exact is used instead of Chi-square since the number of samples is less than 5
(Torres-Reyna, 2007)
4. The number of responses on profit information is different from the rest. Only 238 nonborrowers and 195 borrowers (total of 433 SMEs) provided their business profit.

3.3.4 Characteristics of the SMEs Loan in 2012
The mean statistics of the SMEs largest loan borrowed in 2012 classified by sources of financing is
reported in Table 3-5.
Table 3-5

Mean Statistics of the Largest Loan Characteristics
Commercial Banks

Interest Rate

14.992

Loan amount

4,434,852.0

Collateral required
Assistance to obtain the loan
Duration
Short term (≤ 1 years)
Medium term (1-5 years)
Long term (> 5 years)
Mode of interest payment
Monthly
Quarterly
Semi-annually
Annually
Others
Observations
Percent

Micro Finance

Private Money
Lenders

Friends/
Relatives

0.901
0.428

14.167
7,853,167.0
385,273.73*
0.750
0.250

21.250

8.125

1,288,000.0

742,857.1

0.500
0.200

0
0.393

0.480
0.428
0.092

0.250
0.417
0.333

0.80
0.2
0

0.643
0.25
0.107

0.684
0.178
0.086
0.033
0.019
152
72.04

0.750
0
0.167
0
0.083
12
5.69

0.80
0.1
0
0
0.1
10
4.74

0.538
0.077
0.192
0.115
0.078
28
13.27

Sources: The author’s survey data, 2013
Note: (*) is the average loan amount when excluding an outlier
The table clearly displays a large variation in the interest rate charged by different lenders with the
highest cost from private money lender and the lowest from friends/relatives. The difference
between the commercial bank and microfinance loan interest rate is marginal. In terms of loan
amount, commercial banks were the biggest lender, followed by private money lenders. The mean of
all microfinance loans was very high but it was caused by an outlier, i.e. one state-owned SME was
able to borrow up to 90 billion VND from microfinance institutions. Interestingly, none of the loans
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borrowed from friends/relatives required collateral while the percentage of collateralized loans was
90.1% for commercial banks and 75% for microfinance. In addition, commercial bank loan required
the most assistance to obtain (42.8%). The mode of interest payment variable indicates that paying
loan interest every month is the main method (68.5% for commercial bank, 75% for micro finance,
80% for private money lender, and 53.8% friends/relative loans) (see Table 3-5)
Finally, in terms of the length of loans, Table 3-5 shows that most of the loans were made in short
term or medium term across different lenders, especially from the informal sources. For example,
80% of the loans provided by private money lenders and 64.3% from friends/relatives were short
term. For commercial bank loans, 48% was short term and 42.8% was medium term. The micro
finance loan is a special case in which medium (41.7%) and long terms were dominant (33.3%).

3.3.5 SMEs Perception on Credit Accessibility
The perception of SMEs owners on their enterprise credit accessibility is reported in Table 3-6.
Table 3-6

SMEs Perception on Credit Accessibility

SMEs Perception on Credit Accessibility
Have experienced difficulties in obtaining a loan
No
Yes
Interest rate was too high
Not providing adequate documents
Not having adequate collateral
Not having relations with credit officials
Business performance was not good
Others
Lender preference
Formal
Informal
Both formal and informal
Neither formal nor informal
Self-rating of SMEs credit access last 3 years
Difficulty
Neutral
Easy
Uncertain

Count

%

206
281
155
101
136
56
43
16

42.3
57.7
55.16
35.94
48.4
19.93
15.3
5.69

252
83
137
15

51.75
17.04
28.13
3.08

164
237
30
44

34.53
49.89
6.32
9.26

Sources: The author’s survey data, 2013
From the table, 57.7% of the sample SMEs experienced difficulties in obtaining a loan in which the
major reasons were high interest rate (55.16%), inadequate collateral (48%), and inadequate
application documents (35.94%). In terms of lender preference, about half of the SMEs prefer formal
sources while about one quarter would like to borrow from both sources. Only 3% of the sample
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SMEs do not have intention to borrow from any source in the future and 17% prefers informal
sources. These numbers suggest that formal finance is more preferred for SMEs.
With regards to the SMEs opinion about their credit access over last three years, about 50% reported
that it is neither difficult, nor easy to obtain a loan while 25% considered difficult. Only 6.36% of the
SMEs think it is easy to obtain a loan whereas the last 9.26% SMEs were not certain about their credit
accessibility status.

3.4 Summary
This chapter summarized the methods used in the study and provided the descriptive statistics of the
survey data. The first part of the chapter described the models to address the research questions,
including MNL, OLS model, and Heckman Two Stage Procedure model. The first model is MNL to
determine the SMEs financing choices. The theoretical framework analyzed the utility model to test
the determinants of SMEs credit access and explained why the MNL is chosen. The second model is
OLS model to access factors affecting SMEs loan interest rate. The chapter also emphasized the
endogeneity issue in the last model of credit access and SMEs growth and proposed the Heckman
Two Stage Procedure to overcome the problem. Finally, since the study uses primary data, the stepby-step procedure to develop the survey instrument and interview with respondents was also
discussed in the second part of the chapter. A detail descriptive statistics of the sample SMEs,
including the SMEs credit accessibility, characteristics of SMEs and SMEs owners, characteristics of
the loans, and SMEs perception on their credit accessibility were presented in the last part of the
chapter.
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Chapter 4
Results of the Empirical Models
This chapter presents the empirical results from applying the models as developed in Chapter Three.
The first section reports resultsof the determinants of SMEs credit accessibility for business start-up
and business operation models. The factors affecting SMEs loan interest rate are analyzed in the
second section. In the last section, the impact of credit accessibility on SMEs growth is
discussedbased on two different models. The chapter concludes with a summary of the main
findings.

4.1 Determinants of SMEs Credit Accessibility
4.1.1 Credit Accessibility for Business Start-up
Table 4-1 shows the results of the Multinomial Logistic Model (MNL) for SMEs start up financing.
Column (1), (2), and (3) of Table 4-1 show the likelihood of choosing either formal finance, informal
finance or both sources relative to internal finance (i.e. “Internal finance” is the base outcome).
Column (4) shows the likelihood of choosing formal over informal finance (i.e. Informal finance is the
base outcome). Each column is comprised of relative risk ratio (RRR) and robust standard error (RSE).
RRR is the exponentiated value of a coefficient and is commonly reported in the MNL model to
measure the odd of choosing an outcome relative to the base outcome for a one-unit change in the
corresponding variable 5(Menard, 2002).Overall, the model fits the data well with 62.22% of correct
prediction. The likelihood ratio test (χ2 = 135.25) rejects the null hypothesis that all coefficients in
the model are equal to zero. Therefore, the model can be used to explain the factors affecting
financing choices for SMEs business start-up.
The results show that the factors that significantly affect financing choices for SMEs business start-up
include owner’s age (AGE1), owner’s education (BACHELOR) and experience (OWNER_EXP), number
of employees at start up (SIZE_START), network with commercial bank officials
(COMBANK_NWSTART) and friends/relatives (FRIEND_NWSTART) at establishment.
From Table 4-1, the owner human capital, in particular, owner’s age, education and experience
significantly affect start up financing choices. Young owners have higher probability to borrow from
informal sources than older owners. The RRR shows that holding other variables constant, being an
owner who is younger than 30 year-old increases the probability of borrow from informal finance by

5

RRR can be interpreted as how many times or (RRR-1) percent a one-unit change in the corresponding variable
will increase or decrease the likelihood of choosing an outcome relative to the base outcome.
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3.39 times (or 239%) relative to internal finance and decreases the probability of borrowing from
formal sources by 0.31 times (or 69%) relative to informal sources whereas the respective figures for
owners who are above 40 year old is 2.032 times (or 103%) and 0.346 times (or 65.4%). In addition,
more educated owners are more likely to choose either formal sources or not to borrow at all rather
than informal sources. The RRR of BACHELOR variable indicates that the odd of borrowing from
informal sources rather than not borrowing fall by 48.7% for the owners who have a bachelor degree
or higher education, ceteris paribus. In contrast, the odd of borrowing from formal sources rather
than informal sources rises by 157% for the owners who have a bachelor degree or higher education,
ceteris paribus. Finally, experienced owners are more likely to borrow formally. One more year of
owner business experience decreases the probability of getting informal loans relative to internal
financing by 6.3% and increases the probability of getting formal over informal loans by 8.3%
(significant at 10% level).
The SMEs characteristics display the impact of size on credit accessibility, the bigger the number of
employees, the more likely SMEs borrow. At start-up period, the probability of borrowing from both
sources rather than internal finance increases 6% as one more employee is added to the enterprise.
The coefficient is statistically significant at 1% level. The result supports the findings from many
countries, including Malawi (Mulaga, 2013), South Africa (Fatoki & Odeyemi, 2010), Kenia (Biggs et
al., 2002), India (Allen et al., 2012), Mozambique (Byiers et al., 2010), Tanzania (Kira & He, 2012), the
UK and US (Vos et al., 2007). However, there is no statistically significant impact of firm size on
whether SMEs choose to borrow from formal over informal source or from either sources over
internal finance. Table 4-1 also shows that there is no difference in SMEs start up financing whether
the business is in agriculture, manufacturing and constructions, or services.
The network variables exhibit a strong relation with SMEs credit accessibility. One unit extension of
network with commercial banks increases the probability of borrowing from formal source or both
sources relative to internal financing by 1.6 times and 1.74 times (or 60% and 74%, respectively). It
also increases the probability of borrowing from formal sources rather than informal sources by
55.9%. These coefficients are statistically significant at 1% level. Unlike networks with commercial
bank officials, networks with social bank officials do not have influence on credit access. None of the
coefficients are statistically significant. This indicates that micro finance is not a popular source for
SMEs start-up financing. Finally, as hypothesized, networks with friends/relatives is positively
associated with borrowing from informal sources and negatively associated with borrowing from
formal sources. An extension of networks with friends/relatives by one unit increases the probability
of borrowing from informal finance or both sources rather than not borrowing by 68.9% and 63.6%,
respectively while decreases the probability of borrowing from formal sources relative to informal
sources by 45%. The results are statistically significant at 1% level.
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Lastly, the creditworthiness variable (proxy by having a written business plan) is not statistically
significant.
In summary, the MNL model of credit accessibility for SMEs business start-up indicates that the SMEs
network with lenders (except social bank officials) play a significant role in determining the access to
different sources of credit for SMEs. Furthermore, SMEs are more likely to borrow from informal
sources if their owners are younger, less educated and less experienced. The result also found
evidence that size of firm significantly affect SMEs credit access.
Table 4-1

Multinomial Logistic Model of Financing Choices for Business Start-up
(1)
Formal Finance
versus Internal
Finance

Owner characteristics
AGE1
AGE2
BACHELOR
OWNER_EXP
SMEs Characteristics
SIZE_START
SECTOR2
SECTOR3
Networks
COMBANK_NWSTART
SOCBANK_NWSTART
FRIEND_NWSTART
Creditworthiness
BIZPLAN
Constant
Log pseudo likelihood
Chi-square
Percent of correctly
predicted (%)
Pseudo R2
Observations

(2)
Informal Finance
versus Internal
Finance

1.050
0.704
1.318
1.017

(0.622)
(0.274)
(0.648)
(0.0267)

3.390*** (1.347)
2.032* (0.769)
0.513** (0.165)
0.937* (0.0322)

1.023
1.076
0.602

(0.0164)
(0.503)
(0.224)

1.000
0.803
0.910

(3)
Both Sources
versus Internal
Finance
1.967
0.532
0.508*
1.021

(0.829)
(0.221)
(0.196)
(0.0335)

(0.0220) 1.057*** (0.0163)
(0.381) 0.764
(0.323)
(0.282) 0.718
(0.233)

1.601*** (0.171)
0.953
(0.128)
0.929
(0.104)

1.026
(0.143)
0.888
(0.139)
1.689*** (0.189)

1.741*** (0.182)
0.915
(0.107)
1.636*** (0.205)

0.798
(0.275)
0.0722*** (0.0462)

0.899
(0.312)
0.086*** (0.049)

1.379
(0.455)
0.014*** (0.0097)

(4)
Formal versus
Informal Finance

0.310*
0.346**
2.568*
1.086*

(0.206)
(0.179)
(1.419)
(0.0460)

1.024
1.340
0.662

(0.0230)
(0.803)
(0.301)

1.559*** (0.261)
1.074
(0.207)
0.550*** (0.0853)
0.887
0.836

(0.405)
(0.679)

-454.34
135.25
62.22
0.1628
487

Note: ***, **, * indicate significance level at 1%, 5%, 10%.
Estimation results are presented in Relative Risk Ratio (RRR), robust standard error in parenthesis.

4.1.2 Credit Accessibility for SMEs Business Operation
Table 4-2 shows the results of the Multinomial Logistic Model for SMEs financing of business
operation. Column (1), (2), and (3) in Table 4-2 show the likelihood of choosing either formal finance,
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informal finance or both sources relative to internal financing (i.e. internal financing is the base
outcome). Column (4) shows the likelihood of choosing formal finance over informal finance (i.e.
informal finance is the base outcome). Each column comprised of the model RRR and RSE. Overall,
the model fits the data well with 80.08% of correct prediction. The likelihood ratio test (χ2 = 553.24)
rejects the null hypothesis that all coefficients in the model are equal to zero. Therefore, the model
can be used to explain the factors affecting financing choices for SMEs business operation.
Table 4-2 clearly shows the availability of collateral (COLLATERAL) and assistance from government
(ASSIST) are the strongest determinants of external financing. All of the variables are statistically
significant at 1% level. Assistance from government increases the probability of borrowing across all
sources of external financing and likewise COLLATERAL variable. Results from the column (4) indicate
that assistance from government does not make any difference in terms of borrowing from formal
source or informal source, but collateral significantly increases the probability to borrow formally.
The other factors affect various financing strategy choices quite differently. For example, the choice
of formal finance over internal finance is significantly determined by sector (SECTOR2) and direct
export participation (EXPORT). Unlike formal financing, in choosing informal source rather than
internal financing, experience of owner (OWNER_EXP), age of the firm (FIRM_AGE) and firm size
(SIZE2012) are important. SMEs that obtained both sources of financing rather than using internal
funding are managed by older owner (AGE2), in manufacturing and construction sector (SECTOR2)
and have more extensive network with commercial bank officials (COMBANK_NW). Interestingly,
firm size and collateral are the only statistically significant factors to distinguish between the choice
of formal finance and informal finance.
Table 4-2 indicates that young owners (variable AGE1) are not different in terms of obtaining any
financing strategy choices. None of the coefficient is statistically significant. Nevertheless, there is
evidence that older owners are more likely to access external financing. The coefficient associate
with the variable AGE2 for both sources over internal financing (Column 3) is 3.14 and statistically
significant at 5% level. This means owners who are above 40 year old are 3.14 times (or 214%) more
likely to borrow from both sources compared to using internal financing.
Similar to Thanh et al. (2011) study, this study found education level does not influence the
probability of getting any sources of loan for business operation. All the coefficients for BACHELOR
variable are not statistically significant. This is opposed to the finding from the model for business
start-up. The result suggests that the education level is only important to formal lenders at the start
of their business. Once the enterprises have operated in a competitive environment as Hanoi, where
the majority of business entrepreneurs have higher education, qualification is no longer a
competitive advantage in obtaining a loan. In the survey, 54.6% of the owners have a 4 or 5 year
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university degree and 20.1% have a post-graduate degree. Only 15% of the owners have a high
school or lower level of education.
While qualification does not seem to be important, experience in doing business has some effect
over financing choices. The coefficients of OWNER_EXP variable in column (1), (2), and (3) in Table
4-2 are smaller than 1 (though not all of them are statistically significant), indicating that the odds of
choosing external financing decreases as owners has more business experience.
These results on the impact of owner’s characteristics on SMEs credit accessibility for business
operation demonstrate significant changes as compared to start-up period. While at the start-up
period, the access to formal over informal sources were strongly influenced by owner’s
characteristics in which the preference to formal sources was given to older, more educated and
more experienced owners; these factors are no longer important once the enterprises have
established and seek financing for their operation.
In terms of SMEs characteristics, the coefficients associated with FIRM_AGE in the first three columns
are larger than 1 - the number of years operating in the market is positively related to borrowing
activities. However, only the result in column (2) is statistically significant at 5% level. The probability
of choosing informal source rather than internal financing increases by 1.14 times (or 14%) when age
of the firm increases by one year. The number of employees in 2012 (SIZE2012) variable clearly
demonstrates that larger enterprises find it easier to obtain formal finance. Holding other things
constant, as one employee is added to the enterprise, the probability of borrowing from formal
sources over informal sources rises by 4% (significant at 1% level) and the probability of choosing
informal sources over internal financing falls by 2% (significant at 10% level). The result supports
Beck, Demirgüç-Kunt, & Maksimovic (2008) conclusion that small firms rely more on internal and
informal finance but less on bank finance than large firms.
The study finds no evidence of SME exporters getting more loans from any specific source than nonexporters. In fact, SMEs exporters are more cautious about their borrowing activities. The RRR of
choosing formal source or both sources over internal financing for EXPORT variable is 0.1 and 0.14,
respectively and statistically significant at 10% level; this means SMEs exporters are 90% less likely to
borrow from formal financing and 86% less likely to borrow from both sources than using internal
funding, ceteris paribus. A possible explanation for this result is that SME exporters perform better
than non-exporters; therefore they can rely on their retained earnings. In terms of sector variables
(SECTOR2 and SECTOR3), the results suggest that firms in manufacturing and constructions engage
more actively in borrowing activities. This is common since this sector is provided more favorable and
incentive treatments from the Vietnamese government toward an industrialized economy. In
addition, a large proportion of SMEs in the survey were operating in instruction industry. The housing
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and construction has been under financial hardship as the property market declined since 2009. As
the result, many firms found their survival dependent on bank’s loans.
The network with commercial bank officials (COMBANK_NW) positive and significant at the 5% level
with the use of both sources over internal financing but is not statistically significant in the other
model. Likewise, better network with customers does not have a significant impact on the choice of
any financing strategy.
Lastly, while collateral is a strong determinant of external financing, the other firm’s creditworthiness
variable, and accounting book (ACC_BOOK) is not statistically significant. This suggests that the
availability of financial statement is not adequate but quality of the financial statement is the most
important(Drakos & Giannakopoulos, 2011). The result is similar to the model for business start-up
where the firm’s creditworthiness (proxy by the availability of a start-up business plan) was also
insignificant.
In summary, the model for SMEs business operation financing demonstrates a significant change in
the credit accessibility in 2012 as compared to the SMEs start-up period. First, owner’s characteristics
become less important in obtaining loans in 2012. Second, it is found that firms tend to use more
external financing as they get older and formal financing is more available for larger sized firms. The
result also showed that in 2012, firms in manufacturing and construction borrowed more than any
other industry whereas exporting enterprises were less in need of an external loan. Finally, collateral
and assistance from government proved to be the strongest determinants of external financing but
the SMEs networks to access external credit are not important as compared to the start-up period.
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Table 4-2

Multinomial Logistic Model of Financing Choices for Business Operation
(1)
Formal Finance
versus Internal
Financing

(2)
Informal Finance
versus Internal
Financing

(3)
Both Sources
versus Internal
Financing

(4)
Formal versus
Informal
Finance

Owner characteristics
AGE1
AGE2
BACHELOR
OWNER_EXP
SMEs Characteristics
FIRM_AGE
SIZE2012
SECTOR2
SECTOR3
EXPORT
Networks
COMBANK_NW
CUSTOMER_NW
ASSIST
Creditworthiness
ACC_BOOK
COLLATERAL

0.889
2.332
0.551
0.951

(0.78)
(1.29)
(0.32)
(0.03)

1.53
1.61
0.51
0.91**

(0.848)
(0.759)
(0.225)
(0.0356)

2.795
3.14**
0.609
0.994

(2.204)
(1.664)
(0.369)
(0.0314)

0.583
1.448
1.070
1.043

1.094
1.014
5.368**
1.236
0.102*

(0.07)
(0.01)
(3.53)
(0.68)
(0.13)

1.14**
0.98*
2.69
1.47
0.18

(0.0745)
(0.0138)
(2.045)
(0.682)
(0.203)

1.108
1.014
3.09*
1.20
0.143*

(0.0730)
(0.0103)
(1.999)
(0.609)
(0.160)

0.956
(0.07)
1.039*** (0.01)
1.999
(1.74)
0.842
(0.49)
0.576
(0.73)

(0.50)
(0.82)
(0.59)
(0.05)

1.128
(0.18)
1.12
(0.150)
0.926
(0.12)
0.83
(0.0969)
1.09e+8*** (6.5e+07) 1.2e+08*** (6.4e+07)

1.46**
(0.221)
0.89
(0.125)
2.7e+08*** (1.674e+08)

1.009
1.123
0.887

3.952
(3.91)
0.973
(0.492)
1.9e+9*** (1.4e+09) 7.13e+07*** (5.1e+07)

3.95
(4.085)
4.99e+8*** (3.08e+08)

4.060
(3.73)
27.40*** (16.6)

Constant

0.0068*** (0.01)

0.01***

0.0370** (0.05)

Log of likelihood
LR Chi-square
Percent of correctly
predicted (%)

-269.57
553.24

Pseudo R2

0.506

Observations

487

0.18**

(0.14)

(0.00326)

(0.17)
(0.14)
(0.54)

80.08%

Note: ***, **, * indicate significance level at 1%, 5%, 10%.
Estimation results are presented in RRR.RSE in parenthesis.

4.1.3 Diagnostic Test of the Models
Appendix C reports the pairwise correlation of the independent variables used in the models. The
result shows no statistically significant correlation at more than 0.52. We also ran the models using
Ordinary Least Square method to calculate variance inflation factor (VIF). The average VIF were 1.28
for the first model and 1.36 for the second model with the highest VIF being 1.49 and 1.67,
respectively. In other words, both of the models do not suffer from multicollinearity problem.
One of the main assumptions concerning the MNL model is the assumption of IIA. Hausman and
McFadden (1984)proposed the Hausman test for testing the IIA assumption. The null hypothesis is
“Odds (Outcome-J vs Outcome-K) are independent of other alternatives”. Results of the test are
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displayed in Table 4-3. The table suggests that the IIA assumption holds for all the alternatives except
the last one (internal financing) where the null hypothesis is rejected at 5% significance level. This
indicates that the IIA assumption might not hold for all the alternatives. The study attempted to run
the model using MNP and the results did not change significantly. MNL is more widely used in
previous empirical research, not only because of less calculation complexity but previous researches
have also shown that MNL provides more accurate estimation than MNP even when the IIA
assumption is violated (Dow & Endersby, 2004; Kropko, 2008).It is important to note that there are
two negative Chi-square values in the table, which are possible and imply that the IIA assumption is
not violated(Hausman & McFadden, 1984, p. 1226).
Table 4-3

Result of the Hausman Test for Independent of Irrelevant Alternatives Assumption

Omitted
Start-up Model
Formal Finance
Informal Finance
Both sources
Internal Financing
Business Operation Model
Formal Finance
Informal Finance
Both sources
Internal Financing

Chi-square

df

P>chi2

Evidence

-9.245
0.026
-2.346
47.809

14
14
28
28

1.000
1.000
1.000
0.011

for Ho
for Ho
for Ho
against Ho

0
3.623
5.698
22.088

2
8
12
10

1
0.889
0.931
0.015

for Ho
for Ho
for Ho
against Ho

4.2 Determinants of SMEs Loan Interest Rate
Result from the OLS estimation for the determinants of SMEs loan interest rate is shown in Table 4-4.
The table presents the model with different set of variables but the results do not vary significantly,
illustrating that it does not suffered from multicollinearity. Using Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)
and Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC), the result in model (3) exhibits the most appropriate
predictor subset. The result suggests that the important determinants of loan interest rate are loan
characteristics, relationship, and source of the loan.
Table 4-4 shows the firm age coefficient (AGE2) is significant at 5% confidence level and negatively
related to interest rate. This finding is consistent with Diamond (1989) theory of reputation
acquisition effect as firms grow older. It also confirms the downward sloping interest rate curve as a
function of firm age in Sakai, Uesugi, and Watanabe (2010) empirical test for firms in Japan. The
result also shows that SMEs in manufacturing and construction sector (SECTOR2) paid higher interest
rate than services, trade and agriculture. This seems somewhat contradictory when SMEs in
manufacturing and constructions find it easier to obtain a loan than the other enterprises in services
and trade but pay higher interest rate. A possible explanation is that the privilege in obtaining bank
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loan is offset by the higher cost of commercial bank loans as compared to lower-cost sources such as
friends and relatives or trade credits. The result further reveals that 76.5% manufacturing and
construction SMEs in our sample chose commercial bank loan for their largest loan compared to 64%
SMEs in service sector. Furthermore, of the total number of SMEs that borrowed from friends or
relative, only 14% are from manufacturing sector while 86% are from services or trade. Other firm
characteristics variables, including number of employees (SIZE2012) and export participation
(EXPORT) are not statistically significant.
In terms of the loan characteristic, the result shows the mode of interest payment is not a
statistically significant determinant of interest rate but duration of the loan, loan amount and
purpose of the loan are important. First, duration of the loan is negatively related to the interest rate
with long term (more than 5 years) loan being significantly cheaper than short term loan (less than 5
years). This is because interest rate was very volatile and unpredictable in 2012. The financial market
in Vietnam is heavily regulated and controlled by the government and the market interest rate varies
upon government policies on prime rates, discount rate, and refinancing rate. In 2012 alone, the
State Bank of Vietnam changed these rates six times, cutting the refinancing rate from 15% per year
at the beginning to 9% by the end of the year and the discount rate from 12% to 7% 6. It is the
declining interest rate set by the government over a short period of time that creates a falling
interest rate expectation, making the long term lending interest rate cheaper than the short term.
Secondly, as hypothesized, the loan amount is positively associated with the interest rate charged.
This is statistically significant at 1% level. In addition, the loan to finance new investment project has
higher interest rate than other purposes because investing in a new project is considered riskier than
other activities. This is possible from our sample survey where 40% of the loans borrowed from
private money lenders were for new investment projects while only less than 29% of commercial
bank and other source loans were for new investment purposes. Interestingly, our finding contrasts
with Rand (2007) study in which the author finds a positive relationship between collateral and cost
of capital for SMEs in Vietnam. A possible explanation for the difference in our result is the difference
in the target SMEs population. This study concentrates on SMEs in urban area, while majority of
SMEs that accessed credit in Rand (2007) study came from rural area where policy lending (i.e. the
government directs state-owned commercial banks to lend to rural SMEs without or with very low
collateral requirement) is popular.

6

Interest rates was taken from the State Bank of Vietnam webpage at http://www.sbv.gov.vn. Details of these
interest rate policy changes can be found in the Decision No. 407/QD-NHNN of 12 March 2012, Decision No.
693/QD-NHNN of 10 April 2012, Decision No. 1081/QD-NHNN of 25 May 2012, Decision No. 1196/QD-NHNN of
8 June 2012,Decision No. 1289/QD-NHNN of 29 June 2012, andDecision No. 2646/QD-NHNN of 21 December
2012.
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The sources of financing and relationship variables yield the expected result. The most expensive
source of financing is from private money lender, followed by commercial bank loan and
microfinance (see Table 4-4). Borrowing from friends or relative is least costly but this variable is not
statistically significant. SMEs that received assistance in obtaining the loan also paid lower interest
rate. The findings are similar to Rand (2007).
Table 4-4

Determinants of Interest Rate Charged on SMEs Loan

VARIABLES

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Owner Characteristics
MARRIED
1.108
GENDER
0.501
AGE2
0.460
BACHELOR
1.176
OWNER_EXP
-0.0408

(1.019)
(0.669)
(0.800)
(0.858)
(0.059)

0.432
0.341
1.136
-0.0387

(0.664)
(0.792)
(0.852)
(0.059)

0.328
1.218
-0.0388

(0.790)
(0.869)
(0.059)

1.225
-0.038

(0.860)
(0.050)

SMEs Characteristics
FIRM_AGE
-0.124**
SIZE2012
0.0062
SECTOR2
1.523*
SECTOR3
1.142
EXPORT
1.021

(0.0610)
(0.0045)
(0.873)
(0.739)
(0.968)

-0.123**
0.0062
1.549*
1.050
0.863

(0.062)
(0.0045)
(0.866)
(0.745)
(0.977)

-0.124**
0.006
1.609*
1.080
0.832

(0.0621)
(0.0047)
(0.868)
(0.752)
(0.976)

-0.137**
0.009*
1.731**
1.098
0.820

(0.0617)
(0.0048)
(0.865)
(0.734)
(0.977)

(0.705)
(0.826)
(0.737)

0.522
-1.505*
-0.0099

(0.711)
(0.841)
(0.747)

0.547
-1.478*
-0.041

(0.711)
(0.841)
(0.744)

0.536
-1.469*
0.119

(0.715)
(0.840)
(0.745)

Loan Characteristics
SHORT_TERM
0.572
LONG_TERM
-1.485*
MONTHLY_PAID
-0.035
1.71eLOAN_AMOUNT
08***
LOAN_PURPOSE 1.686**
COLLATERAL

(4.54e-09) 1.83e-08*** (4.56e-09) 1.81e-08*** (4.58e-09) 1.63e-08*** (4.70e-09)
(0.699)
1.571**
(0.707)
1.572**
(0.706)
1.434**
(0.712)

-0.937

(1.134)

-1.004

(1.144)

-0.840

(1.129)

-0.999

(1.133)

-1.728**

(0.671)

-1.823***

(0.659)

-1.815***

(0.655)

-1.772***

(0.646)

Sources of Financing
BANK
5.000***
MICROFINANCE 4.259**
MONEYLENDER 9.937***
FRIEND
-1.744
Constant
8.636***

(1.569)
(1.809)
(2.152)
(1.840)
(2.117)

5.202***
4.471**
10.08***
-1.723
9.701***

(1.655)
(1.869)
(2.182)
(1.903)
(1.796)

5.060***
4.387**
10.01***
-1.751
9.964***

(1.626)
(1.852)
(2.160)
(1.891)
(1.653)

3.911**
3.231
8.925***
-2.882
11.26***

(1.892)
(2.089)
(2.304)
(2.103)
(1.693)

Relationship
ASSIST

Observations
R-squared
AIC
BIC

206
0.420
1196.651
1269.864

206
0.415
1196.334
1266.219

206
0.414
1194.699
1261.257

206
0.406
1203.758
1266.988

Note: Robust Standard Error in parenthesis. ***, **, * indicate significance level at 1%, 5%, 10%

4.3 Impact of Credit Accessibility on SMES Growth
Equation (3.5)was first run using OLS method. The result is displayed in Table 4-5. The variables of
interest is CHOICE 1 , CHOICE 2 , CHOICE 4 (CHOICE 3 is dropped from the estimation to avoid perfect
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collinearity). The coefficients associated with CHOICE i are negative but not statistically significant. In
other words, the OLS model suggests that financing choices do not affect the SMEs’ growth. From the
table, the significant factors affecting SMEs growth include owner younger than 30 years old (AGE1),
owner experience (OWNER_EXP), firm size (SIZE2012), export participation (EXPORT), and network
with customers (CUSTOMER_NW).
Table 4-5

Impact of Credit Access on SMEs Growth – Ordinary Least Square Estimation Model

Coefficient
Owner Characteristics
AGE1
12.84***
AGE2
-2.895
BACHELOR
1.692
OWNER_EXP
-0.556**
SMEs Characteristics
FIRM_AGE
-0.133
SIZE2012
0.113***
SECTOR2
-0.822
SECTOR3
-0.842
EXPORT
11.63*
Network
COMBANK_NW
-0.293
CUSTOMER_NW 2.572***
ACC_BOOK
-2.523
Financing Choice
CHOICE1
CHOICE3
CHOICE4
Constant
Observations
R-squared

-2.616
-2.226
-3.261
3.084
487
0.0773

RSE

t

P>t

[95% Conf.

Interval]

(4.297)
(3.664)
(4.756)
(0.276)

2.99
-0.79
0.36
-2.01

0.003
0.43
0.722
0.045

4.39
-10.09
-7.65
-1.09

21.28
4.30
11.04
-0.013

(0.605)
(0.0433)
(7.478)
(2.709)
(5.932)

-0.22
2.6
-0.11
-0.31
1.96

0.827
0.01
0.913
0.756
0.051

-1.32
0.027
-15.51
-6.16
-0.03

1.056
0.19
13.87
4.48
23.28

(0.993)
(0.847)
(5.061)

-0.3
3.04
-0.5

0.768
0.003
0.618

-2.24
0.91
-12.46

1.66
4.24
7.42

(5.401)
(6.562)
(4.766)
(6.804)

-0.48
-0.34
-0.68
0.45

0.628
0.735
0.494
0.65

-13.23
-15.12
-12.62
-10.28

7.99
10.67
6.10
16.45

Note: ***, **, * indicate significance level at 1%, 5%, 10%. RSE stands for Robust Standard Error
The model was then run using the Heckman Two Stage Procedure estimation. The result of the first
step of the model is reported in Table 4-2 and the second step is presented in Table 4-6. The result of
the first step model confirms that both collateral and government assistant are strong determinants
of SMEs credit access. Therefore, they can be used as instrumental variables in the second step. In
Table 4-6, the growth model of informally financed group is not reported as the number of
observations is very small and the F-statistics is not statistically significant. As can be seen from the
table, none of the λ coefficient is statistically different from 0. This suggests that the model does not
suffer from selection bias. Result from the OLS model can be used to conclude that financing choice
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does not affect SMEs growth. The model, however, provides an interesting insight into the growth
determinants of each SME group as classified by their financing choices.
Young owners (AGE1) have faster growing firms. The coefficient is positive in all three model and is
statistically significant in model (1) and (3) at 10% and 5%, respectively. This suggests that in our
sample, young owners are more proactive than the older owners.
The BACHELOR variable is not statistically significant when pooling all SMEs groups together in an
OLS model (as in Table 4-5) but interesting story is revealed when estimating the model separately
for each subgroup. While the coefficient is negative (but not significant) for the first two groups, it is
positively significant in the third model. Alternatively, whether the respondents have a higher
education degree or not does make any difference for those who borrow external finance while it is
strongly associated with higher growth of those internally financed SMEs
In line with the previous finding that young owners lead to better enterprise growth, the owner
experience variable (OWNER_EXP) which is proxied by the number of years doing business has a
negative effect in all models but is only statistically significant in model (3).
The SIZE2012 variable suggests that firm size matters for the growth of external financed firms but
not for the internal financed group. Those who borrowed externally grow faster as their size
increases but it is not the case for those who did not borrow from any external source.
The SECTOR2 variable also exhibits interesting result. As in the previous section, the MNL model in
Table 4-2 suggested that SMEs in manufacturing and construction are those who borrowed more
than any other sector. Nevertheless, they did not grow well, both SECTOR2 coefficients in model (1)
and (2) are negative and significant at 5% level. In contrast, those that did not rely on external
financing could still grow or at least did not have negative growth rate. The coefficient in model (3) is
positive but not statistically significant.
Participating in direct export proved to be the strongest determinants of growth for the SMEs group
that did not borrow externally whereas it does not have a statistically significant impact on external
borrowers. Similar pattern is observed for the customer network variable (CUSTOMER_NW). On the
other hand, having an accounting book is positively associated with higher growth rate for formal
financing group but not for internally financed group. This indicates that the availability of financial
statement can foster growth only for those who borrow from formal sources.
In summary, the analysis points out that access to different sources of credit do not affect SMEs
growth. The result supports Allen et al. (2012) for the case of India but does not support Yiu et al.
(2012) study on Chinese firms. With regard to SMEs in Vietnam in particular, the result is similar to
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Malesky & Taussig’s(2009) study. Further, the evidence from Heckman Two Stage Procedure model
indicated that there is a remarkable difference in the growing pattern of borrowers and nonborrowers group. The fastest growing SMEs are those who did not borrow externally and their
growth strategy rely on the owner’s proactivity and education, direct export and network developed
with customers. On the other hand, the SMEs group that obtained external finance grow faster as
their enterprise size increases and they keep financial records.
Table 4-6

Impact of Credit Access on SMEs Growth – A Heckman Two Stage Procedure Model

Explanatory
Variables

(1)
Formally financed
group

Owner Characteristics
AGE1
25.43*
AGE2
-1.604
BACHELOR
-7.996
OWNER_EXP
-0.382
SMEs Characteristics
FIRM_AGE
-0.328
SIZE2012
0.0833*
SECTOR2
-16.93**
SECTOR3
-7.876
EXPORT
-3.210
Network
COMBANK_NW
-0.106
CUSTOMER_NW
1.127
ACC_BOOK
18.21**

λ
Constant
Observations
F-Statistics
R-squared

1.166
0.621
102
1.83**
0.197

(2)
Both sources
financed group

(3)
Internally Financed
Group

(12.98)
(6.284)
(5.493)
(0.590)

14.58
10.42
-21.75
-0.347

(11.38)
(9.201)
(22.61)
(0.863)

10.93**
-9.439
13.38**
-0.605*

(5.427)
(5.733)
(6.213)
(0.357)

(0.404)
(0.0440)
(6.540)
(5.860)
(8.610)

1.011
0.160***
-22.37**
-5.944
3.673

(0.887)
(0.0549)
(10.86)
(13.04)
(8.867)

-0.774
0.133
20.16
1.270
22.73**

(1.139)
(0.0960)
(16.56)
(3.558)
(9.115)

(2.016)
(1.220)
(8.804)

2.357
1.193
30.80

(2.940)
(2.434)
(23.12)

-1.761
4.533***
-9.920*

(1.446)
(1.275)
(5.812)

(4.292)
(11.54)

5.486
-35.20
76
2.34***
0.238

(11.91)
(34.98)

10.09
-9.127
276
7.15***
0.189

(26.44)
(8.940)

Note:RSE in parenthesis. ***, **, * indicate significance level at 1%, 5%, 10%

4.4 Summary
This chapter presents the results of the empirical models for SMEs credit accessibility determinants
and its impact on SME growth. Multinomial logistic estimation was chosen for the two models about
credit access determinants. The first model about credit accessibility at start-up period indicates that
the SMEs network with lenders (except social bank officials) plays a significant role in determining
the access to different sources of credit for SMEs start-up financing. Furthermore, SMEs are more
likely to borrow from informal sources if their owners are younger, less educated and experienced.
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The model also found evidence that size of firm significantly affect SMEs credit access. In the second
model (credit accessibility for business operation), there was a notable change in the credit access
determinants. Owner’s characteristics become less important in obtaining loans in 2012. SMEs tend
to use more external financing as they grow older and formal financing is more available for larger
sized firms. In addition, firms in manufacturing and construction borrowed more than any other
industry whereas exporting enterprises demand less for an external loan. Finally, collateral and
assistance from government proved to be the strongest determinants of external financing but the
SMEs networks to access external credit for business operation in 2012 were less important than at
the start-up period.
The third model using the OLS method showed that the characteristics of SMEs owners are not as
important as sources of the loan, age of SMEs, sectors, government assistance and characteristics of
the loan in influencing the SMEs loan interest rate. The most expensive source of financing is from
private money lender, followed by commercial bank loan and microfinance. SMEs borrowed at lower
rate if they operate longer in the market, receive assistance from government or if the loan is long
term. On the other hand, interest rate is higher when the loan amount is larger, the purpose of loan
is for new investment projects, or if SMEs were in manufacturing or construction sector.
Lastly, the model on the impact of credit accessibility on SMEs growth illustrates that access to
different sources of credit does not affect SMEs growth. The result is consistent in both OLS model
and the Heckman Two Stage Procedure model. Nevertheless, the evidence from the Heckman Two
Stage Procedure model indicated that there is a remarkable difference in the growing pattern of
borrowers and non-borrowers group. The fastest growing SMEs are those who did not borrow
externally and their growth strategy rely on owner’s proactivity and education, direct export and
network developed with customers. The SMEs group that obtained external finance grow faster as
their enterprise size increases and they keep financial records.
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Chapter 5
Policy Implications and Conclusions
5.1 Summary
This study emerged from the claim that SMEs in Vietnam, even though are of great importance for
the economy, suffered from lack of financing which adversely affect their growth. The specific
objectives of the study are to (i) Review the extents to which SMEs in Vietnam engaged in borrowing
activities to start their business and operation; (ii) Compare the difference between borrowers and
non-borrowers in terms of owner/manager characteristics, enterprise characteristics, networks, etc.;
(iii) Determine the factors affecting the credit accessibility to different sources of financing for
Vietnamese SMEs to start their business and operation; (iv) Determine the factors affecting the
interest rate charged for SMEs loans; and (v) Examine the impact of credit accessibility on SMEs
growth in Vietnam.
Chapter Two provided an extensive review of SMEs definitions and SMEs in Southeast Asia and
Vietnam. In addition, the chapter reviewed the determinants of credit accessibility, the empirical
models widely used in the literature and their findings on the impact of credit accessibility on a firm’s
growth. The literature clearly demonstrated the importance of SMEs in Southeast Asia countries,
including Vietnam. The data on Vietnamese SMEs documented the contributions of SMEs on various
aspects, such as employment creation, poverty alleviation, export participation, government income
generation, etc. The study also analyzed the constraints SMEs faced in Vietnam. The determinants of
credit accessibility were divided into four main groups: owner/manager characteristics, SMEs
characteristics, networks, and creditworthiness. Furthermore, previous literature suggests that
access to credit might have mixed effects on SMEs growth. Most importantly, the literature
emphasized that it is necessary to take into account the endogeneity issue in modelling credit access
and SMEs growth.
Chapter Three detailed the methods used and described the data. The first model is MNL to
determine the SMEs financing choices. The second model is OLS to access factors affecting SMEs loan
interest rate. The chapter also emphasized the endogeneity issue in the last model of credit access
and SMEs growth and proposed the Heckman Two Stage Procedure to overcome the problem.
Finally, the step-by-step procedure to develop the survey instrument and interview with respondents
was also discussed in the second part of the chapter. A detailed descriptive statistics of the sample
SMEs, including the SMEs credit accessibility, characteristics of SMEs and SMEs owners,
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characteristics of the loans, and SMEs perception on their credit accessibility were presented in the
last part of the chapter.
Chapter Four presents the results of the empirical models for SMEs credit accessibility and the
impact of credit access on SME’s growth. The main findings were presented in the following section.
Chapter Five summarizes the study and provides policy implications and recommendations for future
research.

5.2 Main Findings
The study used Multinomial Logistic Models to address the first two research questions with regards
to determinants of SMEs credit accessibility to start their business and operation in Vietnam. The first
MLN model indicates that the SMEs network with lenders (except social bank officials) plays a
significant role in determining the access to different sources of credit for SMEs start-up financing.
Furthermore, SMEs are more likely to borrow from informal sources if the owners are younger, less
educated and experienced. The model also showed evidence that size of firm significantly affect
SMEs credit accessibility. In terms of credit accessibility for business operation, the second MNL
model revealed a notable change in the credit access determinants as compared to start-up period.
Owner characteristics become less important in obtaining loans in 2012. SMEs tend to use more
external financing as they grow older and formal financing is more available for larger sized firms. In
addition, firms in manufacturing and construction borrowed more than any other industry whereas
exporting enterprises demand less of the external loans. Finally, collateral and assistance from
government proved to be the strongest determinants of external financing but the SMEs networks to
access external credit for business operation in 2012 were less important than at the start-up period.
With regards to the third research question on factors influencing SMEs loan interest rate, the OLS
model showed that the characteristics of SMEs owners are not important compared to sources of the
loan, age of SMEs, sectors, government assistance and characteristics of the loan. The most
expensive source of financing is from private money lender, followed by commercial bank loan and
microfinance. SMEs borrowed at lower rate if they operate longer in the market, receive assistance
from the government or if the loan is long term. On the other hand, interest rate is higher when the
loan amount is larger, the purpose of loan is for new investment projects, or if SMEs are in the
manufacturing or construction sector.
The final research question addresses the impact of credit accessibility on SMEs growth. Two
different models were proposed to answer the research question: OLS and Heckman Two Stage
Procedure estimations. The models illustrate that access to different sources of credit does not affect
SMEs growth and the result is consistent in both OLS model and the Heckman Two Stage Procedure
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model. Nevertheless, the evidence from the Heckman Two Stage Procedure model indicated that
there is a remarkable difference in the growth pattern of borrowers and non-borrowers group. The
fastest growing SMEs are those who did not borrow externally and their growth strategy rely on
owner’s proactivity and education, direct export and network developed with customers. The SMEs
group that obtained external finance grow faster as their enterprise size increases and they keep
financial records.

5.3 Implications and Policy Recommendations
The study has several implications for SMEs as the creditors. First, results from the start-up financing
model reveal that borrowing externally to establish a business is not so popular among SMEs. Formal
financing requires relationships with bank official and owner’s human capital but creditworthiness
was not an important factor in the sample. It is undeniable that the quality of managers is a crucial
factor in determining a loan application, but relationship lending makes it difficult for newly
established SME to approach formal funding. Nevertheless, SMEs can enhance their access to startup financing by first improving the owner’s human capital.
Second, the model of credit accessibility for business operation in 2012 suggests that once the
enterprises have established, owner’s characteristics and network with banks become less
important. However, collateral and government assistance have great effects over SMEs credit
accessibility. The result suggests that the credit market for SMEs in the recent years mostly used
asset and relationship based lending technique. While the ability to pledge collateral depends on
SME’s internal capability, SMEs should actively participate in and utilize government’s supporting
programs as they could benefit directly from credit aid programs or indirectly from network and
relationships with government officials (Le et al., 2006).
Third, the growth determinants model of SMEs suggests that the access to credit does not influence
SMEs growth. The empirical evidence rejects the claim that the inability to access to credit adversely
affects SMEs growth. However, the factors that statistically significant impact SMEs growth as
identified in the model propose several important implications. First, credit should not be considered
as the miracle of growth but priority should be given to developing customer relationship and
owner’s proactivity. Alternatively, efforts to enhance SMEs growth should start from the enterprise’s
internal resources, including owner’s human capital, export, and employees rather than looking for
external financing. Second, the reliance on external financing of SMEs in manufacturing and
construction proved to be counterproductive. Therefore, getting money from outside (even if it is
easy) might not be a good strategy.
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The study also has implication for lenders. The common use of relationship-based lending technique
implies potential risks for formal lenders. On one hand, credit is given in favour of SMEs that have
better relationships with banks. Results of the credit accessibility and growth models, on the other
hand, demonstrated that SMEs with stronger bank relationships do not grow faster than the others
who do not have the relationship. Similarly, while the credit accessibility model indicates that older
owners are more likely to get external loans, the latter models pointed out that young owners are
more likely to have faster growing enterprises, regardless whether they borrow externally or not.
These contrasting trends infer that selecting borrowers based on the relationship or owner’s age
alone might lead to lender’s poor decision making.
Finally, the study recommends that government policies toward SMEs credit accessibility could start
on both sides, lenders and creditors. From creditor perspective, policies to upgrade SMEs capacity
(including management ability, export promotion, customer relationship development, etc.) would
lead to better access to finance and higher growth speed. From lender perspective, better
regulations should be implemented to ensure formal financing target the right sectors rather than
lending excessively to unproductive sectors as have been common in recent years. In addition, result
from the model on determinants of SMEs loan interest rate suggests that a stable monetary policy is
necessary to enable SMEs credit market to be driven by market factors (such as creditworthiness)
rather than non-market factors such as relationships or owner’s demographic characteristics.

5.4 Limitations of the Study and Suggestions for Future Research
The first limitation of the study lies in the data collection procedure. The data was gathered in Hanoi,
the capital of Vietnam. Therefore, the result of the research is more about a reflection of urban SMEs
credit accessibility rather than rural SMEs. In addition, even though the survey tried to interview
SMEs participants across all districts of the city to minimize the sampling bias, the generalization of
the result should be strictly cautious.
The second limitation deals with the cross-sectional nature of the data. Since it is very difficult to
access any accounting information of the enterprise, the survey only asked about sales growth of
SMEs over 2011- 2012 and their credit access in 2012. Investigating the growth determinants of an
enterprise in one or two year time is not robust enough and might ignore the lag effect of financing
on growth.
Finally, MNL was used to determine the factors influencing financing choices and the model relies on
the IIA assumption. However, our test suggests that IIA does not hold true for one out of four
choices. The model was used in the study based on previous studies that suggests MNL provides a
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more accurate estimation than MNP even when the IIA assumption is violated (Dow & Endersby,
2004; Kropko, 2008).
The first limitation suggests that future research can attempt to expand the SMEs population to rural
areas. It is believed that the financing structure and the impact of credit accessibility on rural SMEs
growth would be very different from urban SMEs. An assessment of rural SMEs financing behaviour
would help to provide a clearer picture of the overall SMEs financing in Vietnam.
Further, an analysis of financing strategy on SMEs growth using a dynamic dataset that takes into
account the lagged effect of financing as well as the growth determinants over a long period using
different measures of growth (such as profitability growth, investment growth rate, etc.) could
contribute to better understandings of SMEs credit accessibility and its impact in Vietnam.
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Appendix A
Statistics on Small and Medium Sized Enterprises in Vietnam

Number Of Enterprises In Vietnam By Size: 2000 - 2011
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Number of Enterprises in Vietnam by Size at 31 December: 2000 – 2011

Source: Adapted from “Statistical Yearbook of Vietnam 2011”, by GSO, 2011 and “Interim Results of
the 2012 Establishment Census” by GSO, 2013. Adapted with permission.

SMEs: By Sectors
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Figure A 2
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SMEs in Vietnam: By Sector and Ownership Types (2009)

Source: Author's calculation from “White paper on small and medium sized enterprises in Vietnam
2011”, by MPI (2012), Hanoi: MPI. Copyright 2012 by MPI and “Business results of all enterprises of
Vietnam in 2009” by GSO, 2011, Hanoi: GSO. Copyright 2011 by GSO. Adapted with permission.
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SMEs in Vietnam: By Regions
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Source: Adapted from “Business Results of all enterprises of Vietnam in 2009” (Vol. 2), by GSO, 2011,
Hanoi: GSO. Copyright 2011 by GSO. Adapted with permission.
Table A 1

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

Performance Indicators of SMEs in Vietnam
Fixed assets & longAverage
Average
Average net
term
income/employee
employee/enterprise capital/enterprise
investments/employee
(billion dong)
(million VND)
(people)
(millions VND)
30
3
32.6
195.2
30
4
38.4
206
31
4
42.6
213.8
32
5
50.2
236.6
29
6
59.5
260.2
28
7
65.9
288.8
27
8
88.5
339.1
27
12
150.3
427.1
24
14
204.1
633.9
22
17.6
245
636

Note: General Statistics Office, Vietnam’s Enterprises in the first 9 years of 21 century. Statistics
Publishing House, Ha Noi, 2010 and Business results of Vietnam Enterprises in 2007, 2008 and 2009
by Vietnamese standard industrial classification –VSIC 2007, Volume 2, Statistics Publishing House,
Ha Noi, 2011
Source: FromMPI, (2012, p. 26)
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Profitability Indicators of SMEs Compared to the Business Sector in Vietnam

Source: Adapted from White paper on SMEs in Vietnam, MPI (2012, p. 40), Hanoi: MPI. Copyright
2011 by Ministry of Planning and Investment. Adapted with permission
Table A 2

Contribution to State Budget of SMEs and Business Sector

Total tax and other payables to State Budget
Business sector
SMEs
% of SMEs

2007
219,803.70
58,403
26.67

2008
335,226.20
90,507.80
26.99

2009
360,074.40
111,181.40
30.87

Source: Adapted from White paper on SMEs in Vietnam, MPI (2012, p. 40), Hanoi: MPI. Copyright
2011 by Ministry of Planning and Investment. Adapted with permission

Ease of Doing Business (2012)
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Source: Doing Business database, the World Bank, 2013. Copyright 2013 by The World Bank Group.
Adapted with permission
Note: 1 signifies most friendly regulation
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Appendix B
Survey Questionnaire
Faculty of Commerce
T 64 3 325 2811
F 64 3 325 3847
PO Box 84, Lincoln University
Lincoln 7647, Christchurch
New Zealand
www.lincoln.ac.nz

Dear Sir/Madam,
You are invited to participate in a survey that constitutes part of my Master of Commerce and
Management thesis at Lincoln University, New Zealand. This is a part of my research project titled
“Accessibility to Finance and Its Impact on Small and Medium Sized Enterprises Performance in
Vietnam”. The purpose of this research is to investigate Vietnam SME’s accessibility to credits and
the impact on their business growth.
This research is completely voluntary in nature and you are free to decide not to participate at any
time during the process of completing the questionnaire and without prejudice, including withdrawal
of any information you have provided. However, if you complete the questionnaire and return it to
me, it will be understood that you are 18 years of age or older and have consented to participate in
this survey and consent to publication of the results of this research with the understanding the
anonymity will be preserved.
Your participation is of great assistance to this research. This survey will take maximum 40 minutes
to complete. I would be grateful if you would complete the questionnaire and return it to me once
you have finished. I will return to collect the completed survey.
Complete anonymity is assured in this survey, as the questionnaire is anonymous. No questions are
asked which would identify you as an individual. All responses will be aggregated for analysis only,
and no personal details will be reported in the thesis or any resulting publications.
If you have any question about this survey, feel free to contact me on 0936 169160 or by email
at Nhung.Nguyen@lincolnuni.ac.nz. You can also contact my supervisors Dr. Christopher Gan and Dr.
Baiding Hu. Dr. Christopher Gan can be contacted at (03) 325811 (ext. 8155) or
Christopher.Gan@lincoln.ac.nz; and Dr. Baiding Hu can be contacted at (03) 3252811 (ext. 8069)
or Baiding.Hu@lincoln.ac.nz. This project has been reviewed and approved by the Lincoln University
Human Ethics Committee. Thank you for your kind co-operation and assistance.
Yours sincerely,
Nhung Nguyen
Master student of Commerce and Management
Research Supervisors:
Dr. Christopher Gan
Professor
Faculty of Commerce
DAEF
Lincoln University

Dr. Baiding Hu
Senior Lecturer
Faculty of Commerce
DAEF
LincolnUniversity
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SURVEY ON CREDIT ACCESSIBILITY OF SMALL AND MEDIUM SIZED ENTERPRISES
Instructions: For each question with brackets provided, please tick your answer(s); otherwise, please
follow the instructions given to answer the questions. We thank you in advance for your help with our
research. Please be assured that all of your answers will be remain anonymous
SECTION 1: FINANCE FOR YOUR BUSINESS START-UP
This section asks you about your source(s) of credit to start your current business
1. When did you establish your business?______________(year)
2. What was the total number of employees when you started your business
?_________(persons)
3. Of the total number of employees, how many were your family members?
_________(persons)
4. Did you borrow to start your business?
a. Yes [
]
b. No [
]
(IF YES, PLEASE GO TO Q6. IF NO, PLEASE GO TO Q5)
5. If No, why didn’t you borrow? You can tick more than one
a. Had my own saving
[

]

b. Inheritance

[

]

c. Others (please specify……………………………………………………………………………………………………..)

[

]

[
[
[

]
]
]

[

]

(NOW, PLEASE GO TO Q.10)
6. Which source(s) of credit did you obtain to start your business? You can tick more than one
Formal finance
Informal finance
a. Commercial banks
[
]
e. Private money lender
b. Social policy banks
[
]
f. Friends/relatives
c. Development Assistant Fund
[
]
g. Trade credit (with business partners or
customers)
d. Microfinance institutions
[
]
h. Others (please
specify…………………………………………………
…………………)
7. What was the percentage share from each source? (The sum of these sources of financing
adds up to 100%)
Formal finance
%
Informal finance
a. Commercial banks
e. Private money lender
b. Social policy banks
f. Friends/relatives
c. Development Assistant Fund
g. Trade credit (with business partners
or customers)
d. Microfinance institutions
h. Others (please
specify……………………………………………)
8. Did any of your loans in question 7 require collateral(s)?
a. Yes [
]
b. No
9. If Yes, what type of collateral(s)? (you can tick more than one)
a. Land (Certificate of Land Use Right)

[

%

]
[

]

b. Housing

[

]

c. Equipment capital

[

]
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d. Personal belongings (such as car, gold, stocks, etc ?)

[

]

e. Others
[
(specify………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….)
10. Please circle the number (from 1 to 5) best describing the extent to which your business has
utilized personal ties, networks, and connections at the start-up of your business, where 1
indicates “very little” and 5 indicates “very extensive.” NA means no answer
Very little
Average
Very extensive
NA
a. Commercial bank officials
1
2
3
4
5
0
b. Social bank officials
1
2
3
4
5
0
c. Government officials
1
2
3
4
5
0
d. Suppliers (eg. Input suppliers,
1
2
3
4
5
0
material suppliers, etc)
e. Customers
1
2
3
4
5
0
f. Friends, relatives
1
2
3
4
5
0
g. Social organizations or NGOs
1
2
3
4
5
0
h. Microfinance organizations
1
2
3
4
5
0
i. Business associations
1
2
3
4
5
0

]

SECTION 2: FINANCE FOR YOUR BUSINESS OPERATION IN 2012
11. Please circle the number (from 1 to 5) best describing the extent to which your business has
utilized personal ties, networks, and connections in 2012 operation where 1 indicates “very
little” and 5 indicates “very extensive.” NA means no answer
Very little
Average
Very extensive
a. Commercial bank officials
1
2
3
4
5
b. Social bank officials
1
2
3
4
5
c. Government officials
1
2
3
4
5
d. Suppliers (eg. Input suppliers,
1
2
3
4
5
material suppliers, etc)
e. Customers
1
2
3
4
5
f. Friends, relatives
1
2
3
4
5
g. Social organizations or NGOs
1
2
3
4
5
h. Microfinance organizations
1
2
3
4
5
i. Business associations
1
2
3
4
5
12. Did you borrow any loan in 2012?
a. Yes [
]
b. No [
]
(IF YES, PLEASE GO TO Q13. IF NO, PLEASE GO TO Q32)
13. If Yes, how many credit suppliers did you approached during 2012?
a. 1-3
[
]
b. 4-6
[
]
c. More than 7
[
]
14. What percentage of your loan applications was successful during 2012?
a. Above 80%
[
]
b. From 60% to below 80%
[
]
c. From 40% to below 60%
[
]
d. From 20% to below 40%
[
]
e. Less than 20%
[
]
15. What was the total amount of your loan(s) in 2012?______________ (1000VND)
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NA
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

16. What was the purpose of your loan(s)? (you can tick more than one)
a. Expanding business, manufacturing, trading, or service activities
b. Buying car

[
[

]
]

c. Urgent temporary capital shortage
[
]
d. Domestic factoring
[
]
e. Financing new investment project(s)
[
]
f. Paying debts
[
]
g. Others (please specify.……….………………………………………..………………)
[
]
17. What percentage of your capital needs did the loan(s) cover provide?
a. Above 80%
[
]
b. From 60% to below 80%
[
]
c. From 40% to below 60%
[
]
d. From 20% to below 40%
[
]
e. Less than 20%
[
]
18. Which types of formal or/and informal finance(s) did you borrow from in 2012 (you can tick
more than one)?
Formal finance
Informal finance
a. Commercial banks
[
]
e. Private money lender
b. Social policy banks
[
]
f. Friends/relatives
c. Development Assistant Fund
[
]
g. Trade credit (with business
partners or customers)
[
]
h.
Others (please
d. Microfinance institutions
specify……………………………………………
…………………………………………………..…)
19. What was the highest interest rate you paid for the loan in 2012?.................................(per
year)
20. What was the lowest interest rate (excluding free-interest loans) you paid for the loan in
2012?.................................(per year)
21. What was the interest rate charged on the largest loan (in terms of value) you borrowed in
2012?..................... (per year)
FOR THE LOAN IN QUESTION 21, PLEASE ANSWER QUESTION 22 TO QUESTION 31
22. Where did you obtain the loan? You can tick ONLY one
Formal finance
Informal finance
a. Commercial banks
[
]
e. Private money lender
b. Social policy banks
[
]
f. Friends/relatives
c. Development Assistant Fund

[

]

d. Microfinance institutions

[

]

g. Trade credit (with business
partners or customers)
h. Others (please
specify…………………………………………)

23. Was the loan collateralized?
a. Yes
[
]
b. No [
]
24. The loan made up for what percentage of your total loan amount in 2012?_________(%)
25. What was the duration of the loan?
a. Short term (1 year or below)
[
b. Medium term (More than 1 year to 5 years)

[

]
]
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[
[
[

]
]
]

[

]

[
[

]
]

[

]

[

]

c. Long term (more than 5 years)

[

26. What is the mode of interest payment?
a. Daily

]
[

]

b. Weekly

[

]

c. Monthly

[

]

[
[
[

]
]
]

[

]

b. Insurance fee

[

]

c. Guarantee fee

[

]

d. Others, please specify____________________________________

[

]

d. Quarterly
e. Semi-annual
f. Others, please specify____________________________________
27. Is there any charge(s) on the loan?
a. Yes
[
]
b. No [
28. If yes, what are these charges? You can tick more than one
a. Administrative or service fee

]

29. Did you have to make any informal payment (such as gifts or money for credit officials, etc) to
get the loan?
a. Yes [
]
b. No [
]
30. Did you receive any assistance from government in obtaining the loan?
a. Yes
[
]
b. No [
]
31. What is the current status of the loan?
a. Fully paid
[
]
b. Current outstanding

[

]

c. Over due

[

]

d. Rolled over

[

]

e. Others, please specify____________________________________

[

]

NOW, PLEASE GO TO SECTION 3
32. If No, why didn’t you borrow during 2012? (you can tick more than one)
a. Had enough capital
b. I applied, but all applications were rejected
c. Inadequate collateral
d. Thought application would be rejected
e. Complicated government regulations
f. Administrative difficulties to process the application
g. Interest rate was too high
h. Other (Specify………………………………………………………………).
33. Do you have intention to borrow in the future?
a. Yes
[
]
b. No [
34. If Yes, where do you intend to borrow from? (You can tick more than one)
Formal finance
a. Commercial banks
b. Social policy banks

[
[

]
]

Informal finance
l. Private money lender
m. Friends/relatives

[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]

]

[
[
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]
]

c.

Development Assistant Fund

d. Microfinance institutions

[

]

[

]

n. Trade credit (with business
partners or customers)
o. Others (please
specify……………………………………)

[

]

[

]

SECTION 3: CHARACTERISTICS OF YOUR BUSINESS
35. What type of ownership would you consider your business?
a. Household business establishment

[

]

b.

Private (sole proprietorship)

[

]

c.

Collective/Cooperative

[

]

d.

Limited liability company

[

]

e.

Joint stock company with state capital

[

]

f.

Joint stock company without state capital

[

]

g.

Joint venture with foreign capital

[

]

h.

State enterprise (central)

[

]

i.

State enterprise (local)

[

]

36. What was the total number of employees in 2012?_________(persons)
37. Compared to 2011, what was the status of your business sale revenue in 2012?
a.

Increase

[

]

b.

Decrease

[

]

c.

Stay the same

[

]

38. In 2012, your business sale revenue increased__________ (%) or decreased____________(%)
39. What was your business post-tax profit in 2012? Profit________________(VND) or
loss_________ (VND
40. What was your main business activity in 2012
a. Agriculture

[

]

b. Industry

[

]

c. Services

[

]

d. Trade

[

]

e. Others(Please specify……………………………………………………………………………)

[

]

41. My business has:
Yes
a. An accounting book
b. A tax code
c. Direct export
d. A written business plan when start-up your firm?
42. Have you ever had any difficulty in obtaining the loan(s)?
a. Yes [
]
b. No
43. If Yes, what are the reasons? You can tick more than one.
a. Interest rate was too high

No

[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]

[

]

[
[
[
[

[

]
]
]
]

]
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b. Not providing adequate documents (eg. Project proposal)
[
]
c. Not having adequate collateral
[
]
d. Not having relations with credit officials
[
]
e. Business performance was not good
f. Others, please specify____________________________________
[
]
44. Given a choice, which type of borrowing would you prefer?
a. Formal lenders
[
]
b. Informal lenders
[
]
45. How would you rate your access to credit in the last 3 years?
a. Difficult
[
]
b. Neutral
[
]
c. Easy
[
]
d. Uncertain
[
]
46. The following factors are important to my business in choosing creditors, please circle the
suitable number from 1 to 5 where 1 indicates “strongly disagree” and 5 indicates “strongly
agree”
Strongly
Neutral
Strongly agree
disagree
a. No collateral required
1
2
3
4
5
b. Lower interest-rate
1
2
3
4
5
c. Immediate loan release/faster processing
1
2
3
4
5
d. Already having a borrowing relationship with
1
2
3
4
5
the creditor
e. No/less complicated lending procedure
1
2
3
4
5
f. Better lending terms
1
2
3
4
5
g. Others, please specify ……………………………………
1
2
3
4
5
SECTION 4: SOCIO-ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF OWNER/MANAGER
47. Your gender:
a. Male
[
48. Your age group:
a. Below 30 year old

]

b. Female

[

]
[

]

b. From 30 - 39 year old

[

]

c. From 40 – 49 year old

[

]

d. Above 50 year old

[

]

49. Your marital status:
a. Single/Never Married

[

]

b. Married

[

]

c. De factor relationship

[

]

d. Divorced/Separated

[

]

[

]

[

]

[

]

50. Your ethnicity:
e. Kinh
f.

Hoa

g. Other (specify……………………………………………………………………………...)

51. How many members are there in your household?..........................................(persons)
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52. How many income earners are there in your household?................................(persons)
53. What is your household’s average monthly post-tax income?
a. Below 8 million VND
[

]

b. From 8 to below 16 million VND

[

]

c. From 16 to below 32 million VND

[

]

d. From 32 to below 64 million VND

[

]

e. 64 million VND and above
54. Is your business the main source of income for your household?
a. Yes [
]
55. If No, what is the main source of your household income?
a. Salary from paid jobs

b. No [

]
[

]

b. Pension

[

]

c. Other members’ business

[

]

d. Returns from investment (eg. Property, Stocks, Bonds, Gold, etc)

[

]

e. Others (please specify……………………………………………………………………….)

[

]

What was the highest educational level you completed?
Never go to school
Primary school
Lower secondary school
Upper secondary school
Vocational training
2 or 3 year - College
4 or 5 year university
Post-graduate (Master's/PhD)
Others (please specify………………………………………………………………………)

[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]

56.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

57. Have you ever taken any of the following professional training courses? You can tick more
than one
a. Business management skill
[
]
b. Leadership skill
[
]
c. Accounting and/or Financial Management
[
]
d. Human Resource Management
[
]
e. Marketing
[
]
f. Enterprise Law
[
]
g. Tax Law
[
]
58. How many years have you been doing business?__________(years)
That’s the end of the survey. Thank you for your time and effort in responding to this questionnaire.
Your participation in this survey is greatly appreciated. If you have questions or comments about this
research or about access to credits for small and medium sized enterprises in Viet Nam, please feel
free to write these in the space below. Once again, we assure you that your identity will remain
STRICTLY ANONYMOUS.
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Appendix C
Variable Description and Correlation
C.1 Description of the Variables
Name
1. Owner characteristics
MARRIED
GENDER
AGE1
AGE2
BACHELOR
OWNER_EXP
2. SMEs Characteristics
FIRM_AGE
SIZE2012
SECTOR2
SECTOR3
EXPORT

Description

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Dummy variable taking value of 1 if owner is married, 0 otherwise
Dummy variable taking value of 1 if owner is male; 0 otherwise
Dummy variable taking value of 1 if owner is younger than 30 and 0 otherwise
Dummy variable taking value of 1 if owner is older than 40 and 0 otherwise
Dummy variable taking value of 1 if owner has a bachelor degree or postgraduate and 0
otherwise
Number of years owner has been doing business

0.86037
0.691992
0.135524
0.373717
0.747433

0.34696
0.462145
0.342634
0.484287
0.434931

10.31725

6.282321

Number of years of establishment
Number of employees in 2012
Dummy variable taking value of 1 if SME is in manufacturing or construction sector, 0
otherwise
Dummy variable taking value of 1 if SME is in service sector, 0 otherwise
Dummy variable taking value of 1 if the firm export directly, 0 otherwise

5.88501
25.11704
0.158111

4.800026
43.06432
0.36522

0.447639
0.098563

0.497762
0.29838

0.521327
0.099526

0.500733
0.300079

3. Characteristics of the largest loan
SHORT_TERM
Dummy variable taking value of 1 if thelargest loan duration is less than 1 year, 0 otherwise
LONG_TERM
Dummy variable taking value of 1 if the largest loan duration is more than 5 years, 0
otherwise
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MONTHLY_PAID
LOAN_AMOUNT
LOAN_PURPOSE

Dummy variable taking value of 1 if interest payment mode is monthly, 0 otherwise
Total value of the loan in thousand VND
Dummy variable taking value of 1 if the largest loan purpose is for a new investment
project, 0 otherwise

3. Source of financing for the largest loan
BANK
Dummy variable taking value of 1 if the largest loan borrowed from a commercial bank
MICRO
Dummy variable taking value of 1 if the largest loan borrowed from a microfinance
institution
MONEYLENDER
Dummy variable taking value of 1 if the largest loan borrowed from a money lender
FRIEND
Dummy variable taking value of 1 if the largest loan borrowed from friends/relatives
COMBANK_NW
Network with commercial bank, on scale from 0 = "Not at all" to 5 = "very extensive"
CUSTOMER_NW
Network with customers, on scale from 0 = "Not at all" to 5 = "very extensive"
ASSIST
Dummy variable taking value of 1 if SMEs received assistance from government officials to
obtain the loan, 0 otherwise
4. SMEs Creditworthiness
COLLATERAL
Dummy variable taking value of 1 if the loan is collateralized, 0 otherwise
ACC_BOOK
Dummy variable taking value of 1 if SME has an accounting book, 0 otherwise
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0.665072
6227601
0.265403

0.473099
3.57E+07
0.442598

0.312115
0.056872

0.463833
0.232149

0.047393
0.132701
0.483412
2.225873
0.170431

0.212984
0.340059
0.500913
1.777288
0.376398

0.316222
3.958932

0.465479
1.619822

C.2 Pairwise Correlation of the Independent Variables

AGE1
AGE2
BACHELOR
OWNER_EXP
SIZE_START
SECTOR2
SECTOR3
COMBANK_NWSTART
SOCBANK_NWSTART
FRIEND_NWSTART
BIZPLAN

AGE1
1
-0.3059*
0.0231
-0.3283*
-0.0986*
-0.0729
0.0296
-0.0565
-0.009
0.0031
-0.1432*

AGE2

BACHELOR

OWNER_EXP

SIZE_START

SECTOR2

SECTOR3

COMBANK
_NWSTART

SOCBANK
_NWSTART

FRIEND
_NWSTART

BIZPLAN

1
-0.0003
0.5175*
0.1440*
0.0957*
-0.1320*
0.1152*
0.0461
-0.0658
0.1035*

1
-0.0226
0.1598*
0.0965*
0.0196
0.2478*
0.1328*
0.0198
0.2965*

1
0.1791*
0.1288*
-0.0498
0.0549
0.0728
-0.0424
0.2257*

1
0.2574*
-0.1079*
0.1295*
0.0379
-0.0887
0.1428*

1
-0.3901*
0.0581
0.0388
0.038
0.1866*

1
-0.0162
0.0043
0.0173
-0.0147

1
0.5018*
0.2290*
0.2190*

1
0.2613*
0.2147*

1
0.0194

1

Note: * indicates significance level of at least 5%
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AGE1
AGE2
BACHELOR
OWNER_EXP
FIRM_AGE
SIZE2012
SECTOR2
SECTOR3
EXPORT
COMBANK_NW
CUSTOMER_NW
ACC_BOOK
COLLATERIAL
ASSIST

AGE1
1
-0.3059*
0.0231
-0.3283*
-0.2057*
-0.1050*
-0.0729
0.0296
-0.0303
-0.1011*
-0.0715
-0.1902*
-0.1402*
-0.0199

AGE2

BACHELOR

OWNER
_EXP

FIRM_AGE

SIZE2012

SECTOR2

SECTOR3

EXPORT

COMBAN
K_NW

CUSTO
MER_NW

ACC_BOOK

COLLAT
ERIAL

ASSIST

1
-0.0003
0.5175*
0.3451*
0.0873
0.0957*
-0.1320*
0.0721
0.1766*
0.017
0.1237*
0.1866*
0.0788

1
-0.0226
-0.0011
0.2034*
0.0965*
0.0196
0.1764*
0.2470*
0.0378
0.4127*
0.1006*
0.0121

1
0.4625*
0.1883*
0.1288*
-0.0498
0.07
0.1808*
0.0595
0.0743
0.2196*
0.1955*

1
0.3818*
0.1501*
-0.0843
0.1688*
0.1671*
0.0256
0.0128
0.2705*
0.1282*

1
0.3031*
-0.0751
0.1455*
0.2251*
-0.0096
0.1718*
0.2600*
0.1355*

1
-0.3901*
0.1210*
0.1256*
-0.0273
0.1077*
0.1894*
0.073

1
-0.076
-0.0401
0.0228
-0.06
-0.1504*
-0.1005*

1
0.1636*
-0.047
0.1121*
0.0862
-0.0033

1
0.2312*
0.1918*
0.3487*
0.2438*

1
-0.0065
-0.0646
0.052

1
0.1691*
0.0859

1
0.5021*

1

Note: * indicates significance level of at least 5%
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